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Abstract
Purpose: Studies have shown that sexual violence affects approximately 17.7 million
women annually (RAINN, 2019). Many of these women lead busy lives, often balancing
the roles set upon them by jobs and families. With this in mind, many women believe that
they do not have the time to attend therapy or that their other roles in their lives are more
important. Some women still do not have the confidence to go to therapy out of the fear
of reliving the trauma, experiencing embarrassment, and/or coping with low self-esteem
(Keefe, Wiltsey Stirman, Cohen, DeRubeis, Smith, & Resick, 2018). Occupational
therapists have the capacity to help individuals who have experienced sexual violence.
One way is to help individuals promote their own well-being through engagement in
occupation (Gerney & Muffly, 2015). Currently there are no formal protocols to address
this. Finding Your Fire was developed to meet this need.
Methodology: An extensive literature review was used to develop the Finding Your Fire
protocol. Evidence about the needs of, and interdisciplinary interventions offered to
individuals who have experienced sexual assault was reviewed to support the concepts
integrated into the protocol. In addition, literature regarding integration of the Model of
Human Occupation (MOHO), Cognitive Behavioral Frame of Reference, as well as
group therapy approaches were used to inform choices about interventions included in the
protocol. This entire project is broken into five chapters. Chapter I: Introduction, Chapter
II: Literature Review, Chapter III: Methodology, Chapter IV: Product, and Chapter V:
Summary. An extensive literature review maps out the research that was utilized in the
making of the protocol. Research was found in CINAHL, AOTA, and other databases
including information on the selected Model of Human Occupation (MOHO), Cognitive
Behavioral Frame of Reference, group therapy, and research studies completed with
women who have PTSD from sexual violence.
Results: The Finding Your Fire is a 12-session group protocol designed specifically for
occupational therapists to lead group therapy sessions for women who are overcoming
PTSD from sexual violence. Finding Your Fire is designed to assist women who are
survivors of sexual violence take control of their lives, find inner strength, and build
meaningful connections with others who have similar life experiences in a safe
environment. Social participation, leisure, and healthy coping strategies are utilized in the
protocol to address occupations that are relevant and necessary for daily life and healing
for those who have experienced sexual violence.
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Chapter I: Introduction
Studies have shown that sexual violence affects approximately 17.7 million
women annually (RAINN, 2019). Experiencing sexual violence is a type of traumatic
event that can cause anyone who has been affected by this to develop Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD). The symptoms of PTSD are intrusive and can limit the affected
individual’s participation in meaningful occupations such as social participation, leisure
activities, and others. Many of these women lead busy lives, often balancing the roles set
upon them by jobs and families. With this in mind, many women believe that they do not
have the time to attend therapy or that their other roles in their lives are more important.
Some women still do not have the confidence to go to therapy out of the fear of reliving
the trauma, experiencing embarrassment, and/or coping with low self-esteem (Keefe,
Wiltsey Stirman, Cohen, DeRubeis, Smith, & Resick, 2018). Occupational therapists
have the capacity to help individuals who have experienced sexual violence (Gerney &
Muffly, 2015). One way is to help individuals promote their own well-being through
engagement in occupation. Currently there are no formal protocols to address this.
Finding Your Fire was developed to meet this need.
Finding Your Fire is a group therapy protocol that includes 12 sessions outlined in
the protocol to serve as a way as to promote empowerment for women who have PTSD
from sexual violence. The fire stands for strength and resilience as the individuals grow
from their traumatic experiences.
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Factors that will likely influence the application of this protocol is working out
the logistics for finding occupational therapists who are willing to lead the Finding Your
Fire program, finding a suitable location, and finding group members to participate in the
sessions. Addressing these factors will take communicating with therapy clinics,
specifically those that are psychosocial based that already participate in group therapy to
find occupational therapists that are interested in taking part in leading the program.
Once an occupational therapist has agreed to take part in the program, the next step
would be finding a location for the therapy sessions to take place. The ideal location of a
community center would be ideal for group members to attend due to perceived stigma of
seeking services at a shelter or mental health center. Otherwise, the occupational therapist
may have additional locations in mind. The last step would be to recruit group members.
This could be accomplished by having posters and brochures about the program available
around the city, and also by requests for referrals from other professionals, including
physicians.
Chapter II maps out the research that was used in the making of the protocol.
Literature about this topic was found in CINAHL, AOTA, and other databases including
information on the selected Model of Human Occupation (MOHO), Cognitive Behavioral
Frame of Reference, group therapy, and research studies completed with women who
have PTSD from sexual violence. Within the literature review, the need for occupational
therapists working with this population is also noted.
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In Chapter III: Methodology, a clear process of how things were completed in the
making of this project. Chapter IV: Product includes the actual group protocol
introduction, 12 sessions, needed materials that are needed for each specific session for
the occupational therapists who will be leading the sessions. The sessions include social
participation, leisure, and healthy coping strategies to use during their daily life. Chapter
V: Summary concludes the project with highlights and limitations.
Finding your Fire is a group therapy protocol that includes the Model of Human
Occupation (MOHO) (Bowyer, Kramer, Kielhofner, Maziero-Barbosa, & Girolami,
2007) and the Cognitive Behavioral frame of reference (Cole & Tufano, 2008). The
protocol is intended for occupational therapists to use as a guide to lead group therapy
sessions with women who have PTSD from sexual violence. In the protocol, the
occupational therapist will find a session outline, the materials needed to complete the
sessions, and 12 group therapy sessions outlined in the format of Cole’s 7 Steps (Cole,
2012) of group therapy.
This project is meaningful for creator to design and it is a hope that it brings
healing to those wounded by sexual violence.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
Introduction:
Every day, women all over the world live out their lives with the weight of the
past trauma of sexual violence. Sexual violence is an all-encompassing, nonlegal term
that refers to crimes like sexual assault, rape, and sexual abuse (Rape, Abuse, and Incest
National Network [RAINN], 2019). Events of sexual violence can be categorized as
traumatic, meaning individuals with these experiences may develop Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD). PTSD is an anxiety disorder that results from exposure to an
overwhelmingly stressful, dangerous, and/or sudden event, or events, and is typically
accompanied by symptoms, including the fear of unpleasant memories of the traumatic
event that continue to enter their thoughts (Schiraldi, 2009). Being exposed to daily
triggers related to the abusive experience can make it difficult for these individuals to
participate in their daily occupations and life roles.
Many of these women lead busy lives, often balancing the roles set upon them by
jobs and families. With this in mind, many women believe that they do not have the time
to attend therapy or that their other roles in their lives are more important. Some women
still do not have the confidence to go to therapy out of the fear of reliving the trauma,
experiencing embarrassment, and/or coping with low self-esteem (Keefe, Wiltsey
Stirman, Cohen, DeRubeis, Smith, & Resick, 2018). Others may feel that the stigma that
surrounds therapy may be placed on them, that others may think that the event was the
victim’s fault and blame the victim, or even that the victimized person could have
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somehow prevented the event from happening, furthering the notion that the blame lies
with the victim (Chivers & Wilson, 2006). For these reasons, many women who struggle
with PTSD from sexual violence do not commit to or finish their therapy sessions and
ultimately do not receive the services they need to cope with the trauma that they have
experienced (Keefe, Wiltsey Stirman, Cohen, DeRubeis, Smith, & Resick, 2018).
PTSD symptoms can arise anytime, including many years after a traumatic event
has taken place. For example, Dunleavy and Slowik (2012) found a woman who began
experiencing symptoms from sexual abuse over 40 years after her attack(s). This
demonstrates that there are some women who have yet to start experiencing PTSD
symptoms from their traumatic event. Additionally, this case highlights that no matter
how long ago the incident happened, it will still affect the individual if they do not cope
with it.
With all of the struggles women with PTSD from sexual violence experience face
in their daily lives, a need exists for a program to meet this population’s unique needs.
The intended program needs to help these women rebuild their self-esteem, cope with
their symptoms, and overall feel supported in their journey of healing. The Find Your
Fire program is designed to build a healthy support network among other group members
and to provide strategies for coping and leisure activities to overcome the symptoms they
experience in their daily lives. This program is designed to take place within a setting and
at a time that is convenient for members to attend and would decrease the stigma of
walking into a crisis center. Due to the disorder affecting an individual's participation in
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everyday occupations, occupational therapists can offer their unique perspective to
encourage, empathize, and facilitate growth for individuals among this population
(Keefe, Wiltsey Stirman, Cohen, DeRubeis, Smith, & Resick, 2018).
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Background (Literature Review)
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is an anxiety disorder that results from
exposure to an overwhelmingly stressful, dangerous, and/or sudden event or events
(Schiraldi, 2009). Furthermore, PTSD may also be interpreted as a fear of the unpleasant
memories of the traumatic event that repeatedly intrude into one’s awareness (Schiraldi,
2009). PTSD is often seen in veterans related to their experiences of war. However,
traumatic events such as sexual violence may also bring about PTSD.
Sexual violence is an all-encompassing, non-legal term that refers to crimes like
sexual assault, rape, and sexual abuse (RAINN, 2019). According to Schiraldi (2009),
intentional human traumas, such as sexual violence, cause shame after the event from
another person intentionally overpowering the affected individual. In addition, trauma
from sexual violence or abuse is the most likely of the traumas to cause people to lose
faith and trust in humanity, in love, and in themselves (Schiraldi, 2009). Someone
experiences sexual violence every 73 seconds (RAINN, 2019) Though men are affected
by sexual violence, at approximately 2.78 million individuals annually (RAINN, 2019),
studies have shown that sexual violence affects approximately 17.7 million women
annually (RAINN, 2019). That means that almost 15 million more women will
experience sexual violence than men. While a high prevalence of sexual violence against
women is known, according to Erica Sharkansky from the U.S Department of Veterans
Affairs (2018), approximately less than one-fourth of the cases of sexual violence are
reported to police (Luce, Schrager & Gilchrist, 2010). Despite underreporting, sexual
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assault is the most frequent cause of PTSD in women. Chivers and Wilson (2006) noted
that 94% of women experienced PTSD symptoms during the first two weeks after an
assault. Additionally, after a traumatic event of sexual violence, 30% of women reported
symptoms of PTSD within 9 months of the event, 33% of women contemplate suicide
and 13% attempt suicide (RAINN, 2019).
Triggers of PTSD may include any of the five senses: taste, sound, smell, sight
and touch. The triggers of PTSD are unwelcome, uninvited, and painfully intrusive
recollections that can occur in the form of thoughts, images, or perceptions. Every
individual who experiences sexual violence or any kind of trauma will react differently.
For instance, some individuals will have outward reactions such as crying or outbursts of
anger, whereas others may respond or cope by holding in their emotions (Chivers &
Wilson, 2006). “PTSD can make the affected individual emotionally, physically,
spiritually and mentally drained” (Schiraldi, 2009, p. 7) and “may elicit feelings of fear,
vulnerability, rage, sadness, disgust, or guilt” (Schiraldi, 2009, p. 7). In addition, PTSD is
characterized by extreme general physical arousal and/or arousal following exposure to
internal and external triggers. The nervous system has become sensitized by the trauma
which may cause lack of sleep due to nightmares, irritability or outbursts of anger,
exaggerated startle response, hypervigilance, and/or difficulty concentrating or
remembering in general (Schiraldi, 2009). Some women are triggered by a male
presence. This final information was taken into serious consideration when developing
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this product and led to the decision that this would be designed specifically for women
who experience PTSD from sexual violence, rather than both men and women.
After the traumatic event, acute psychological stress symptoms often occur
immediately and, if the symptoms persist greater than four weeks, the stress may be
diagnosed as PTSD (Dunleavy & Slowik, 2012). Though PTSD symptoms may develop
immediately after the traumatic event, in some instances PTSD symptoms may arise even
many years after a traumatic event has taken place. For example, Dunleavy and Slowik
(2012) discussed their findings about a woman who started experiencing symptoms from
sexual violence from over 40 years prior to her treatment. This evidence suggests that
there may be other women who have experienced abuse and have not yet begun to
demonstrate symptoms of PTSD. Once symptoms start emerging, the individual may feel
confused and may not understand who to seek help from. In addition, individuals who
have experienced trauma do not always know of the resources that are available to them
that they may utilize for coping, processing the event, and regaining self-esteem and the
ability to continue living life and achieving successful participation in daily occupations.
These resources include access to mental health professionals such as occupational
therapists, nurses, psychologists and social workers, who may help survivors of sexual
violence through their healing process.
The alarmingly high rate of 94% of women developing PTSD after surviving
sexual violence (RAINN, 2019) is a strong indication that the current therapies for
individuals affected are inadequate in their therapy approaches and in need of
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improvement for this population’s unique needs (Chivers & Wilson, 2006). Recent
research has shown that women who have specifically experienced PTSD from sexual
violence are not having their therapeutic needs met. Many of these women have busy
lives, often fulfilling multiple roles within their home, work, and social lives. For
example, if a woman wants to attend the program but has a child that needs to be picked
up from school during the same time as therapy, the mother will need choose picking up
her child over therapy (Keefe, Wiltsey Stirman, Cohen, DeRubeis, Smith, & Resick,
2018). The same thing applies to a working woman. If her therapy can only be offered
during her work day, she may not be willing to take time off due to different job related
or even personal restraints, such as concern that co-workers might out where she is going,
not having enough vacation time, or other personal reasons.
Some women are challenged with poor confidence and have difficulties attending
therapy out of the fear of reliving the trauma, embarrassment, and/or having low
self-esteem (Keefe, Wiltsey Stirman, Cohen, DeRubeis, Smith, & Resick, 2018).
According to Müller-Engelmann and Steil (2017), one of the reasons why women choose
not to share their experience with others is due to their new negative beliefs about
themselves after the traumatic event has occurred. For example, they may think or
believe that they did something to cause the assault, or fear that it will impact their loved
ones (Luce, Schrager & Gilchrist, 2010). For these reasons, many women who struggle
with PTSD from sexual violence do not commit to or finish their therapy sessions or
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receive the services they need to cope with the trauma that they have experienced (Keefe,
Wiltsey Stirman, Cohen, DeRubeis, Smith, & Resick, 2018).
When left unaddressed, stress, traumatic experiences, and PTSD may result in
neurophysiological, medical, psychological, and occupational complications (American
Occupational Therapy Association, 2018). Symptoms of PTSD significantly interfere
with an individual’s participation in daily life activities as well as maintaining or creating
relationships with others (Schiraldi, 2009). For example, individuals with PTSD from
sexual violence may experience difficulties with the occupations regarding rest and sleep
due to nightmares, going to public events, maintaining or forming new relationships, and
include other difficulties (Schiraldi, 2009).
Occupational Therapists are skilled in providing interventions to individuals with
mental illnesses such as PTSD. In addition, occupational therapists are able to help
clients identify therapeutic needs, goals, and activities and strategies to support
participation, resiliency, and the recovery (American Occupational Therapy Association,
2018). Occupational therapists integrate meaningful activities, coping techniques, and
identification, and use of environmental supports to help prevent, manage, or release the
symptoms of PTSD (American Occupational Therapy Association, 2018). Since
occupational therapists are holistic and client-centered practitioners, it is important for
them to consider the ways trauma may affect an individual’s functional performance and
ability to engage in meaningful activities (Gerney & Muffly, 2015). Occupational
therapists Gerney and Muffly (2015) state that “occupational therapists have the
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knowledge to create sensory supportive interventions to increase adaptive responses,
enable participation in meaningful activities and roles, and increase the quality of life”
(Gerney & Muffly, 2015). Occupational therapists are empathetic and recognize that
every individual has unique strengths which may facilitate personal growth in therapy for
individuals with PTSD (American Occupational Therapy Association, 2018).
PTSD is also typically characterized by the appearance of other mental illnesses,
including depression, anxiety, eating disorders, and/or substance abuse (Luce, Schrager &
Gilchrist, 2010). All together, these psychosocial symptoms may impact many
occupations that these women participate in their daily lives (American Occupational
Therapy Association, 2018). Impacted occupations can range anywhere from finding
motivation to complete activities of daily living including dressing and showering to
avoiding social interactions for fear of reliving episodes or running into their abuser. This
type of fear could easily debilitate an individual and keep them from going about their
lives and going to super markets, parties, or incorporating themselves into other social
situations. Individuals with PTSD may attempt to avoid or decrease their symptoms,
which may result in a decrease in the individual’s motivation to interact and an increase
in social isolation. In addition, the individual’s life roles such as an employee, a parent, a
child, or as a community member may also be impacted through their decrease in
participation in their daily occupations. (American Occupational Therapy Association,
2018).
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An intervention process to aid in the recovery process of individuals with PTSD
include group therapy. In group therapy, individuals learn how to restore feelings of
self-worth as well as meaning in daily life roles and occupations (Brown, Reyes, Brown,
& Gonzenbach, 2013). Chivers and Wilson (2006) state that healing from PTSD does not
mean that the individual will forget the experience or will cease to experience symptoms,
but will instead be measured by whether the survivor increases his or her involvement in
the present, acquires skills and attitudes to regain control of his of her life, forgive him or
herself for guilt, shame, and other negative cognitions, and gain stress reduction skills for
overall better functioning (Chivers & Wilson, 2006). Interventions will be in line with
those of cognitive behavioral therapy and focused on empowerment and inner strength,
self-expression, and healthy coping strategies, all the while in a safe and supportive
environment. Groups will be led by occupational therapists with past professional
experience of working with individuals who have experienced trauma.
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is used when psychological barriers
interfere with activity engagement in daily living (Cole & Tufano, 2008). For example,
individuals with PTSD from sexual violence may believe they are worthless, powerless
and deserving of the abuse (Froehlich, 1992). These thoughts and other symptoms of
PTSD become barriers that distract or prevent individuals from completing daily
occupations. By using CBT, occupational therapists will assist individuals with PTSD by
treatment coping strategies to manage their symptoms including expressive interventions
(Froehlich, 1992), exploring relaxation techniques when exposed to triggers and
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practicing cognitive reconstruction through interventions of positive self-talk (Becker,
2015).
The Model of Human Occupation (MOHO) is selected when working with
women with PTSD from sexual violence, as it focuses the individual’s values and
interests (Froehlich, 1992). When working with this population, it is important to keep
interventions holistic and client centered so that they can improve (Gerney & Muffly,
2015). Other concepts of the MOHO include volition, habituation, and occupational
performance (Bowyer, Kramer, Kielhofner, Maziero-Barbosa, & Girolami, 2007).
Volition looks at an individual’s internal motivation (Bowyer, Kramer, Kielhofner,
Maziero-Barbosa, & Girolami, 2007) which will, in this case, drive their desire to find
healing from their past trauma. Habituation is the individual’s building of healthy coping
habits and incorporating those within their daily lives (Bowyer, Kramer, Kielhofner,
Maziero-Barbosa, & Girolami, 2007). Due to PTSD, individuals with this illness
experience difficulties with their occupational performance in their everyday meaningful
activities. By working on staying motivated and by building healthy habits, MOHO
suggests that occupational performance will gradually increase over time (Bowyer,
Kramer, Kielhofner, Maziero-Barbosa, & Girolami, 2007).
The purpose of a group therapy approach within this program is to help
individuals increase coping skills and to provide opportunities to build support networks
with other women in order to further cope with their symptoms. Like previously
mentioned, women with PTSD from sexual violence often experience difficulties
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completing their meaningful occupations and making connections with others with
similar experiences. It is an expectation that the women who will participate in this
program will help create a judgement free environment with other group members,
support one another’s experiences, and grow together by empowering one another and
themselves.
Sayın, Candansayar, and Welkin (2013) found group therapy to be beneficial in
their research study involving women with a history of sexual violence. The study
involved 47 group members with history of PTSD from sexual violence all of whom
received a combination of psychotherapy methods including CBT, interpersonal therapy,
narrative therapy, psychoeducation, expressive techniques. In 90 minute sessions, group
members learned healthy coping techniques, shared their stories, and gave and received
feedback to and from other members. After therapy sessions, the researchers found that
most of the group members had significantly less depressive, anxiety, and post-traumatic
stress disorder symptoms, both immediately after and six months after their last group
therapy session. Researchers noted that there were more dropouts in the study when it
came time to share stories about their experiences. According to Sayin, Candansayer, and
Welkin (2013) this was likely due to the fear of reliving their traumatic experiences.
However, while sharing experiences was difficult for participants, the experience helped
them to desensitize the intensity of the situation itself through talking about it with their
group members (Sayın, Candansayar, & Welkin, 2013).
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CBT was also explored in a quantitative study by Habigzang, Damásio, and
Koller (2013) that focused on the effects of cognitive behavioral therapy as treatment
among younger girls between the ages of 9-16 who had experienced at least one episode
of sexual abuse (Habigzang, Damásio, & Koller, 2013). The researchers found that CBT
was beneficial for individuals who have experienced sexual trauma at some point in their
lives. However, Habigzang, Damásio, and Koller (2013) found a correlation that the
sooner therapy took place to the time of the event, the faster the individuals were able to
cope with the experience and their symptoms.
Group therapy was described by Brown, Reyes, Brown, and Gonzenbach’s (2013)
study as beneficial when working with survivors from sexual violence. The study
involved 31 women with a history of sexual violence. During group therapy sessions, the
individual members received psychoeducation about the effects and symptoms and
shared stories and experiences amongst each other, ultimately creating a supportive group
environment for the participants. A significant lessening of symptoms related to
hyperarousal, hopelessness, and sexual distress with Trauma Symptom Inventory scale
post-test when compared to the pre-test. The authors also mentioned that creating the
support group was most likely beneficial for the participants because it brought them out
of isolation. In addition, the authors suggest that group therapies with this particular
population should be done with more skilled or experienced therapists (Brown, Reyes,
Brown, & Gonzenbach, 2013). This is an area that occupational therapy could address, as
they are experienced therapists who are working with individuals with PTSD.
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Price and Price (2005) emphasized the importance of the using a holistic
treatment for the mind, body and overall physical well-being when working with
someone who has experienced sexual violence. The purpose of the study was to help the
participants experience body awareness inside of themselves to aid in the process of
coping with their experience. In the qualitative analysis of open-ended questions about
participant’s experience and satisfaction portion of the study, the results differed from
person to person (Price & Price, 2005). Though these experiences were found to be
beneficial for some, mind and body awareness interventions intensified the symptoms for
others, which makes this method of therapy highly individualized. Occupational
therapists must carefully decide when, and if, this sort of therapy is appropriate for
individuals and must give power to clients and allow them to end the session if they do
not find this type of therapy beneficial.
CBT and group therapy for individuals who have PTSD from sexual violence is
supported by current research. However, there is limited evidence available with regard
to occupational therapists working with women with a history of experiencing sexual
violence. Current literature does support that occupational therapists are educated in the
treatment of and are qualified to address mental illness, including PTSD.
Occupational therapists Gerney and Muffly (2015) state that “Occupational
therapists have the knowledge to create sensory supportive interventions to increase
adaptive responses, enable participation in meaningful activities and roles, and increase
the quality of life” (Gerney and Muffly, 2015), but currently there are no formal protocols
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to address the negative sensory effects of sexual assault. The aim of this project is to
design and implement a program in a community setting such as a community center or a
women’s crisis center and work directly with women who have experienced sexual
violence. The proposed program is designed to mitigate the stigma of walking into a
crisis center and to increase participation through strategic planning of the location and
timing (Keefe, Wiltsey Stirman, Cohen, DeRubeis, Smith, & Resick, 2018). Through this
program, the goal is to help empower these women by giving them the tools they need to
control their PTSD symptoms and continue to live their best lives. There is a need for a
program designed specifically to meet the needs of this population. Due to the disorder's
impact on everyday occupations, this is an area that occupational therapy can thrive in.
As well as working with other professions, such as social workers, psychiatrists,
occupational therapists, and others, this community based empowerment program will
help these women go back to living their lives. A community-based program is essential
to this population due to their busy lives and their inability to take time off to attend
therapy (Keefe, Wiltsey Stirman, Cohen, DeRubeis, Smith, & Resick, 2018).
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Chapter III: Methodology
The Finding Your Fire Program is designed to meet the needs of women who live
with  PTSD symptoms after living as a survivor of sexual violence. In order for this
program to be considered effective, it needed to accommodate the participant’s busy
schedules, be in a setting that is both welcoming and decreases social stigma and allow
for growth through supporting group members and interventions.
After conceptualizing the idea of creating this program, a review of literature was
conducted to show a need and demonstrate the current level of research on this topic with
the database EBSCO and the University of North Dakota’s occupational therapy program
librarian. Thus, a literature review was formulated and further supported that cognitive
behavioral therapy and group therapy are shown to be effective when working with this
specific population. Literature revealed that although there are various treatment methods
available for women who have experienced sexual violence, there are limitations to
accessing such options. For example, some treatment alternatives are not currently in a
community setting, or at convenient hours for individuals seeking care. This highlighted
the opportunity for occupational therapists to lead this particular program in a community
setting.
To establish a role for occupational therapists to utilize this program, the Model of
Human Occupation (MOHO ) (Bowyer, Kramer, Kielhofner, Maziero-Barbosa, &
Girolami, 2007). and the Cognitive Behavioral Frame of Reference were both selected to
further guide the development of the program. MOHO was chosen because of the focus
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on the overall person in addition to their volition and habituation. Everyone reacts and
copes with trauma differently which suggests that the client-centered approach that this
model offers is key in the development process in treating PTSD symptoms. In addition,
the Cognitive Behavioral Frame of Reference was selected because it encourages how to
change different methods of thinking and how to get there. This is important because the
individuals with PTSD are having their symptoms corrupt their daily lives, whereas with
CBT, they will be given the methods of how to overcome and grow from their symptoms.
Considerations of the current evidence and principle concepts of both MOHO and
CBT influenced the development of the Finding Your Fire Program and the individual
sessions. The sessions are designed to follow Cole’s 7 Steps (Cole, 2012) for leading
group therapy and follow various Cognitive Behavioral Therapy methods and
interventions. After creating an outline of the twelve individual sessions, the individual
sessions were further developed. The created sessions are designed to be utilized in a
community setting, once a month, between an hour and an hour and a half time frame,
and for one year. Within the next section the individual sessions will be outlined and
available for therapeutic use. Sessions were designed with personal creativity and
inspiration from CB and MOHO. For example, a lot of the sessions were designed with
thought reconstruction from CB, changing negative thoughts about oneself into positive
ones. Another aspect of CB is using expressive interventions which is why music and art
activities were selected for several sessions.
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In inspiration of MOHO, various coping strategies were integrated in different
sessions as group members will have the ability to select the ones that work for them
specifically. Outside of therapy, group members will have opportunities to practice these
coping strategies to build healthy coping habits, which is an aspect of MOHO. The
leisure activities in the sessions are also there for individuals to try in therapy and further
participate in those activities more in their home environment. When the group members
find activities they enjoy in therapy, they will be motivated or have volition to complete
the activities in other areas of their lives.
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Chapter IV: Product

Finding Your Fire

(Swenson, 2019)
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To the therapist who is taking the initiative to lead this program,

I would simply like to say thank you. Without you, this program would not have become
a reality. I hope you find meaning while working with this population. I hope you have
the opportunity to see the empowerment and growth in the women who will be a part of
your group therapy sessions for the next year. As you help these individuals grow from
their traumatic experiences, I anticipate they will encourage you to grow too. If you have
experienced any form of sexual violence in your life, I know that what you have been
through was not easy and that this program may be that much more meaningful to you. I
hope that this program brings you healing and helps you to work through challenges you
may continue to face. Remember, it is important to take the time for you to heal first
before you can fully help others heal too. I wish you the best as you progress as a person
and as a professional. I hope this program provides the structure to lead a successful
group with women who have experienced difficult traumas of sexual violence. I hope you
enjoy the sessions that I have created.
Best Wishes,
Brittanie Schafer
Masters of Occupational Therapy Student
Creator of the Finding Your Fire Program
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Finding Your Fire is a metaphorical concept that is incorporated into the group
therapy sessions in such a way as to promote empowerment for women who have PTSD
from sexual violence. The fire stands for strength and resilience as the individuals grow
from their traumatic experiences. After experiencing trauma, an individual's fire might
dim because it has not been nurtured. Therapy serves as a place to not only nurture their
fire but also as the kindling to help it grow.
The Finding Your Fire Program is designed to help women with Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD) from sexual violence cope with their symptoms, form support
networks, and grow from their traumatic experiences. It was developed for an
occupational therapist to lead, as occupational therapists have the knowledge and the skill
to create and perform sensory supportive interventions. These interventions increase
adaptive responses, enable participation in meaningful activities and roles, and increase
the quality of life (Gerney & Muffly, 2015). At the time of their article in 2015, Gerney
and Muffly stated that there were no formal protocols to address the negative sensory
effects of sexual violence. This was the spark for the Find Your Fire Program.
This program is designed following the format of Cole’s 7 Steps (Cole, 2012) to
create 12 group therapy sessions, which are detailed in this product. Each session is
created for a community setting (such as a community center) and is intended to take
place for one hour, every month, for a year. These sessions may be repeated or added
onto if there is growing interest in the program after the first year. The Cognitive
Behavioral Frame of Reference and the Model of Human Occupation (MOHO) were
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utilized in the creation of the group therapy sessions to encourage positive thoughts that
focus on group members’ individual unique needs and motivations.
MOHO was selected because of its focus on volition, what drives individuals, and
habituation, the forming of healthy habits, both of which relate to coping and leisure
activities with this population. MOHO was also selected for its attention to overall
occupational performance (Bowyer, Kramer, Kielhofner, Maziero-Barbosa, & Girolami,
2007). Women who have experienced sexual violence may be experiencing symptoms of
PTSD on a level that interferes with their performance and participation in daily
occupations (Gerney & Muffly, 2015). A goal of this program is to increase their
occupational performance by focusing therapy on their internal motivations as well as by
forming healthy habits.
Cognitive Behavioral Frame of Reference is used when psychological barriers,
such as symptoms from PTSD, interfere with engagement in daily occupations (Cole &
Tufano, 2008). Occupational therapists can assist individuals with PTSD in learning
healthy coping habits and decreasing the effect and occurrences of PTSD symptoms. In
addition, this frame of reference uses reinforcement to encourage certain behaviors or
habits (Cole & Tufano, 2008). One of the strategies in this frame of reference includes
journaling (Cole & Tufano, 2008). Journaling is incorporated in the majority of the
sessions to help group members reflect on their thoughts, emotions and their experience.
The concept that group members will build their fire after every session will not only
serve as reinforcement, but also as a visual representation of how they are growing
through therapy from their past traumas.
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Following Cole’s 7 Steps (Cole, 2012), every session includes an introduction, an
activity, sharing and processing opportunities as a group, generalizing group ideas,
application of activity to everyday life, and a summary of the overall session. This
structure will help to foster discussion throughout the therapy process and ultimately
encourage members to form healthy support networks among them. Additionally,
materials accompanying each session are outlined with their estimated prices noted
before the product itself. Majority of items will be re-used in multiple sessions, making
the overall expenses less costly. Some items from this program were inspired from a past
coursework assignment at the University of North Dakota’s Occupational Therapy
Program. Ideas from this assignment were a collaborative effort with a classmate, who
has granted permission to utilize such ideas that inspired the creation of the Finding Your
Fire Program (Stewart, 2019). After every session, group members will be given a paper
piece of fire that they can decorate however they want to and add to their fire from
previous sessions. This spreading fire of paper will be a visual representation of what
they have learned and how they are growing and healing throughout their therapy process
from their past traumatic experiences.
The Finding Your Fire program will guide the therapeutic process for
occupational therapists to work with individuals with PTSD from sexual violence.
Throughout therapy, it is a goal that the women in this program will find inner strength,
self-empowerment, and the supportive peer relationships they deserve.
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Set up/Materials
Here is an outline of the sessions and the materials that will be needed to complete each
session. Majority of items will be re-used in multiple sessions, however, the items should
be replaced as needed. All prices were estimated through the use of walmart.com as of
November 2019.
Session 1: Welcome Session
● Print Appendices A-G for as many individuals that will be attending (printing
extra copies may be helpful)
● Scissors for group members to cut out paper fire pieces ($4.00 for a 3 pack)
● Occupational therapist may ask group members to cut out one flame square from
their copies of Appendix F. One per individual (price is dependent on access to
printing)
● One two-pocket folder for every individual and one for the therapist
(approximately .99 a peice)
● Composition notebook for every individual (approximately $1.00 a peice)
● Pencils for every individual ($6.00 for a 30 pack of #2 pencils)
● Some form of food and beverage to help to welcome individuals (as deemed
appropriate below $20) (ex. Cookies/bars and coffee)
● Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (approximately $10)
● Access to the internet and a computer to watch this video: (dependent on facility)
Video: Speaker: Sarah Montana titled “You are a whole and unbreakable”
retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwyq1Xs-j_g
○ If no access to a computer or projector, have individuals watch the video
on their phones, either individually or with a partner
● Always have tissues present, everyone copes with trauma differently ($4.00 for a
3 pack)
● Tables and chairs will also be helpful for individuals to complete the activity
(availability of tables will be dependent on the facility resources)
● Glue sticks to glue fire cut out (from Appendix F) to group members’ folders
($4.00 for a 12 pack)
● (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session ($3.00)
● (optional) lighter or matches to light unscented candle ($4.18)
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Session 2: Things I Can Control Group
● (optional) Food and beverages
● Occupational therapist may ask group members to cut out one flame square from
their copies of Appendix F. (price is dependent on access to printing)
● Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
● Extra copies of handouts and folders for the OT to refer to or to have on hand if
something gets misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
● Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first session)
● Tables and chairs, if available (re-used from first session)
● Three Balloons for each group member ($5.00 for a pack of 72)
● Sharpie markers to write on the balloon ($5.20 for a five pack)
● Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
● (optional) earplugs to provide to individuals who are sensitive to loud noises
($8.00 for 20 pairs)
● (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from first
session)
● (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
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Session 3: Recognizing Distorted Thoughts
● (optional) Food and beverages
● “When I feel___, I can ___” worksheets for every member, found in Appendix H
(price is dependent on access to printing)
● Occupational therapist may ask group members to cut out one flame square from
their copies of Appendix F. (price is dependent on access to printing)
● Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
● Extra copies of handouts and folders for the OT to refer to or to have on hand if
something gets misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
● Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first session)
● Tables and chairs, if available (re-used from first session)
● Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
● (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (r-eused from first
session)
● (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
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Session 4: Many Parts of Our Heart
● (optional) Food and beverages
● Print off the two (2) “Parts of a Heart”worksheets found in Appendix I for every
member (price is dependent on access to printing)
● Scissors for group members to share ($4.00 for a 3 pack)
○ If no access to scissors, group members may rip the paper instead
● Occupational therapist may ask group members to cut out one flame square from
their copies of Appendix F. (price is dependent on access to printing)
● Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
● Extra copies of handouts and folders for the OT to refer to or to have on hand if
something gets misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
● Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color hearts and the fire (re-used from first
session)
● Tables and chairs, if available (re-used from first session)
● Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
● (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from first
session)
● (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
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Session 5: Mirror Mirror
● (optional) Food and beverages
● Print off the “Mirror Mirror” worksheet for each member found in Appendix J
(price is dependent on access to printing)
● Occupational therapist may ask group members to cut out one flame square from
their copies of Appendix F. (price is dependent on access to printing)
● Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
● Extra copies of handouts and folders for the OT to refer to or to have on hand if
something gets misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
● Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to write on the mirror and to color the fire
(re-used from first session)
● Tables and chairs, if available (re-used from first session)
● Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
● (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from first
session)
● (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
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Session 6: Inspiration Stone Painting
● (optional) Food and beverages
● Provide rocks for each group member (small enough to fit in a pocket, but still
large enough to paint a word onto) ($14.00 for a pack of 12, or find some outside
for free)
● Multiple paint brushes of various shapes and sizes ($7.00 for a variety pack)
● Acrylic paints of various colors ($5.00 for a pack of 12 of Apple Barrel essential
pack)
● Paper plates (to squeeze the paint onto) ($6.00 for a pack of 170)
● Other cleaning supplies (wipes for clean up, newspaper, etc) (dependent on
facility)
● Occupational therapist may ask group members to cut out one flame square from
their copies of Appendix F. (price is dependent on access to printing)
● Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
● Extra copies of handouts and folders for the OT to refer to or to have on hand if
something gets misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
● Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first session)
● Tables and chairs, if available (re-used from first session)
● Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
● (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from first
session)
● (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
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Session 7: Grounding Exercises
● (optional) Food and beverages
● Provide grounding activity worksheet to each group member found in Appendix
K (price is dependent on access to printing)
● Prepare a layout for a 10 minute walk
○ Outdoor is preferred but should be avoided if the weather is bad or if it is
dark outside
○ Indoor should be mapped out for approximately 10 minutes
● Self Esteem Check-In Sheet from Appendix C for each group member (price is
dependent on access to printing)
● Occupational therapist may ask group members to cut out one flame square from
their copies of Appendix F. (price is dependent on access to printing)
● Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
● Extra copies of handouts and folders for the OT to refer to or to have on hand if
something gets misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
● Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first session)
● Tables and chairs, if available (re-used from first session)
● Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
● (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from first
session)
● (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
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Session 8: Quotation Painting
● (optional) Food and beverage
● Canvases (8x10) ($6.30 for a pack of 5)
● Multiple paint brushes of various shapes and sizes (re-use from session 6)
● Acrylic paints of various colors (re-use from session 6)
● Paper plates (to squeeze the paint onto) (re-use from session 6)
● Other cleaning supplies (wipes for clean up, newspaper, etc) (dependent on
facility)
● Occupational therapist may ask group members to cut out one flame square from
their copies of Appendix F. (price is dependent on access to printing)
● Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
● Extra copies of handouts and folders for the OT to refer to or to have on hand if
something gets misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
● Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first session)
● Tables and chairs, if available (re-used from first session)
● Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
● (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from first
session)
● (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
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Session 9: Lyric Analysis
● (optional) Food and beverages
● Internet access (dependent on facility)
● Speakers (could be bluetooth or computer) (dependent on facility)
● Computer or phone to connect to speaker (dependent on facility)
● (optional) Projector to display music videos (dependent on facility)
● (optional) Choose 5 songs for group members to listen to within the session
(otherwise 5 songs are provided with direction outlined in the session)
● Occupational therapist may ask group members to cut out one flame square from
their copies of Appendix F. (price is dependent on access to printing)
● Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
● Extra copies of handouts and folders for the OT to refer to or to have on hand if
something gets misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
● Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first session)
● Tables and chairs, if available (re-used from first session)
● Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
● (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from first
session)
● (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
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Session 10: Meditation and Deep Breathing
● (optional) Food and beverages
● (optional) Provide yoga mats (if your facility has them) or invite group members
ahead of time to bring one if they would like to.
● Be prepared to read script that is provided for guided meditation in Appendix L
(price is dependent on access to printing)
● Occupational therapist may ask group members to cut out one flame square from
their copies of Appendix F. (price is dependent on access to printing)
● Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
● Extra copies of handouts and folders for the OT to refer to or to have on hand if
something gets misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
● Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first session)
● Tables and chairs, if available (re-used from first session)
● Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
● (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from first
session)
● (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
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Session 11: Open Mic Night
● (optional) Food and beverages
● (optional) a microphone with a speaker to amplify the speaker’s voice (dependent
on facility)
● Occupational therapist may ask group members to cut out one flame square from
their copies of Appendix F. (price is dependent on access to printing)
● Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
● Extra copies of handouts and folders for the OT to refer to or to have on hand if
something gets misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
● Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first session)
● Tables and chairs, if available (re-used from first session)
● Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
● (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from first
session)
● (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
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Session 12: Graduation Candle Lighting Ceremony
● (optional) Food and beverages
● Self Esteem Check-In sheet from Appendix C (price is dependent on access to
printing)
● Have past Self Esteem Check-In sheets from Sessions 1 and 7 for each group
member (re-used from previous sessions)
● Create and sign Certificates found in Appendix M for each member (price is
dependent on access to printing)
● A white unscented pillar candle for every member ($3.00 each)
● Occupational therapist may ask group members to cut out one flame square from
their copies of Appendix F. (price is dependent on access to printing)
● Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
● Extra copies of handouts and folders for the OT to refer to or to have on hand if
something gets misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
● Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first session)
● Tables and chairs, if available (re-used from first session)
● Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
● (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from first
session)
● (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
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Session 1: Welcome Session

(Swenson, 2019)
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Session 1: Welcome Session
Brief layout: This session is mainly an introductory session that includes folders
with paperwork from Appendices A-G that includes education about PTSD and sexual
violence, additional resources, the schedule for the therapy group, the finding your fire
cut-outs, a personal goal sheet, and a Self Esteem Check-In sheet. Individuals will also be
given a pencil and a journal to use outside of group therapy sessions. The Self Esteem
Check-In sheet will be completed in this first, seventh, and twelfth (final) sessions to see
how this program has impacted their growth of self esteem and perceptions. Individuals
will also have the opportunity to become familiar with other members in the group
through various times available for discussion within the schedule.
Group Composition
● Depending on the group size of the members that attend, all members will
participate in the activity and will form a discussion group of 10 females,
above the age of 18, suffering from PTSD due to a form of sexual
violence. The sexual violence may include, but is not limited to, sexual
violence from rape, childhood abuse, and abusive relationships. If there
are more than 10 members, split up the group as needed to encourage
more discussion opportunities for group members. With multiple
discussion groups the occupational therapist may wander from each group
to facilitate discussion.
1. Introduction
● Set up
○ Print Appendices A-G for as many individuals that will be attending
(printing extra copies may be helpful)
○ Scissors for group members to cut out paper fire pieces ($4.00 for a 3
pack)
○ Occupational therapist should or may ask group members to cut out one
piece of the copies of Appendix F for every individual (price is dependent
on access to printing)
○ One two-pocket folders for every individual and the therapist
(approximately .99 a peice)
○ Composition notebook for every individual (approximately $1.00 a peice)
○ Pencils for every individual ($6.00 for a 30 pack of #2 pencils)
○ Some form of food and beverage to help to welcome individuals (as
deemed appropriate below $20)
○ Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (approximately $10)
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○ Access to the internet and a computer to watch this video: (dependent on
facility) Video: Speaker: Sarah Montana titled “You are a whole and
unbreakable” retrieved from:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwyq1Xs-j_g
○ If no access to a computer or projector, have individuals watch the video
on their phones, either individually or with a partner
○ Always have tissues present, everyone copes with trauma differently
($4.00 for a 3 pack)
○ Tables and chairs will also be helpful for individuals to complete the
activity (availability of tables will be dependent on the facility resources)
○ Glue sticks to glue fire cut out (from Appendix F) to group member’s
folders ($4.00 for a 12 pack)
○ (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session ($3.00)
○ (optional) lighter or matches to light unscented candle ($4.18)
● Member Introduction:
○ (optional) Bring an unscented candle to every session and light it at this
time. This will also be done to begin every session in the future.
■ You may invite a different group member every session to light the
candle.
■ Please read this as the candle is being lit:
“At the beginning of every session we will be lighting a candle to
represent strength, resilience, and growth from our past
experiences that have burnt us out. Every session, we burn brighter
as we are stronger than we were yesterday.
○ Introduce self and the title of the group. (Maintain a calm and positive
presence and be prepared to be empathetic to invite group members to
participate and engage in the session).
■ Example: Hello and welcome to today’s Finding Your Fire session,
my name is ______________ and I am an occupational therapist
who will be leading these sessions for the next year.
● If anyone is unsure of what occupational therapy is, you
may add your own definition at this time.
● Ex: Occupational therapists help individuals and groups to
find their own resources and personal capacities for
overcoming difficult life circumstances while completing
activities they enjoy.
● It is expected that each group member treats everyone with
respect and if members fail to do so they may be asked to
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leave. This is a safe area, meaning what is discussed in
therapy sessions, stays in the sessions. However, because I
am a mandatory reporter, if I personally feel that you are
unsafe, I will need to report that to the appropriate
authorities for your own safety.
● Share a brief outline of the session
○ The session will take between 60-90 minutes in its entirety
○ Participate in an ice breaker activity (10 minutes)
○ There is a video that we will watch (7 minutes)
○ First we will go through a brief introduction of what the program will
entail in within the next year (10 minutes)
○ You will all complete a Self Esteem Check-In sheet in Appendix C (5
minutes)
○ Personal goals will be written by each individual member, you will then
have the opportunity to share them with the person next to them (15
minutes)
○ Apply how we will work to be reaching those goals in their everyday lives
(5 minutes)
○ Draw/color flame and wrap up group session with group member thoughts
(5- 10 minutes)
● Explain the purpose for today’s group session by sharing the objectives with the
members.
■ By the end of this group session, the group members will have
access to various resources in their folders about PTSD and sexual
violence.
■ By the end of this group session the group members will become
acquainted with other members to build their support network.
■ By the end of the session, group members will create personal
goals to help them guide therapy.
● Ask the group if there are any clarifications that need to be made before
continuing on.
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● Warm up activity:
○ At this time ask group members to arrange their chairs in a circle so that
everyone can see each other.
○ Ask members to introduce themselves to the group by saying their first
name, where they are from and something they enjoy doing
○ Allow group members to ask each other questions and participate in
getting to know one another
○ After everyone has contributed and it has been approximately 10 minutes,
wrap up the conversation and ask members to move their chairs back to
their tables.
● When everyone is seated, introduce the video titled “You are a whole and
unbreakable” spoken by Sarah Montana and play it with this link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwyq1Xs-j_g
● Connect to the Finding your fire concept
■ Like Sarah Monatana mentions in the video, we can grow and
make something positive out of our negative experiences. It first
starts with adjusting your attitude. We recognize that we may not
be able to completely erase the symptoms that you experience, but
we can help provide the tools to be in control of your symptoms
through coping techniques and self understanding.
■ The name of this group is called Finding Your Fire, the reasoning
for the title is because there is a fire in all of us. Sometimes our fire
is burning bright, and sometimes it may be burning dimly when
our lives are impacted by life circumstances such as living with
trauma from sexual violence. Think of this program as kindling for
your fire, giving you the tools you need to overcome and cope with
the trauma you have been living with.
■ At the end of every session you will each receive a new paper
piece addition to your fire. After every session your fire will grow
a little bigger to visually represent your growth after each group
therapy session.
● At this time, present to each of the members their own folders filled with
the materials from appendices A-G, in addition to a pencil, and a
notebook. State that this folder contains their own materials and resources
that they can choose to use to the extent of their choosing. Inform them
that it is their responsibility to bring their folder and journals with them to
every session. In addition, state that if they forget their materials note
extras will be available for every session.
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2. Activity
● Today’s activity will be completed in three different parts: A Self Esteem
Check-In sheet will first be completed. Next, group members will each create
their own goals for this program with the help of the occupational therapist, and
lastly group members will talk about their goals with a partner if there's time
remaining.
○ Activity description: Ask group members to pull out the sheet that says
“Self Esteem Check-In sheet” from their folders and give them
approximately 5 minutes to fill it out.
○ After everyone is done with the sheet, collect the completed forms and
keep them in a folder with your materials until session 11.
○ Instruct members to pull out their notebooks and write three goals that
they would like to get out of therapy and additionally where they would
like to see themselves in one year.
○ (optional) If individual journaling time is completed before the 15 minute
mark, allow group members to socialize with a partner about what they
wrote.
3. Sharing
● Use prompting questions to assist with cuing the group members to share.
○ What feelings did you experience during the Self Esteem Check-In sheet
portion?
○ What were some of the reasons you chose the goals that you did?
○ Would anyone like to share the goals that they wrote?
4. Processing
● Prompting questions include:
○ How did you feel while writing your goals? (Empowered? Upset?, etc.)
○ Did this process help you visualize where you want to be in the future?
5. Generalizing
● Paraphrase and summarize what group members have shared in the sharing and
processing sections.
6. Application
● Ask group members what they took away from the session today and what
could they do in everyday life?
● For example:
○ Use the given resources when they feel it is needed
○ Call/text another group member
○ Place goals where you can see them on a daily basis for inspiration
○ Visualize the fire in you growing
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7. Summary
● To conclude the group session, re-state the objectives.
○ By the end of this group session, the group members will have access to
various resources in their folders about PTSD and sexual violence.
○ By the end of this group session the group members will become
acquainted with other members to build their support network.
○ By the end of the session, group members will create personal goals to
help them guide therapy.
○ Do you all feel like these were accurately addressed today?
■ If not, further ask them to discuss why and address as needed.
● Hand out another piece of the flame cut-outs and have them color and draw on it
to make it uniquely theirs and glue it to their folder.
● Thank the members for participating in the group before dismissing and then blow
out the candle if you chose to light one.
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Session 2: Things I Can Control Group
Brief layout: Like the previous session, this session will include the individual’s
folders and their paper piece of fire that they created from the previous session. This
session encourages members to recognize the negative thoughts and figure out ways to
“pop” them out of their lives with finding coping mechanisms that the members feel that
are most helpful to their unique needs.
Group Composition
● Same as previous session:
○ Depending on the group size of the members that attend, all
members will participate in the activity and will form a discussion
group of 10 females, above the age of 18, suffering from PTSD
due to a form of sexual violence. The sexual violence may include,
but is not limited to, sexual violence from rape, childhood abuse,
and abusive relationships. If there are more than 10 members, split
up the group as needed to encourage more discussion opportunities
for group members. With multiple discussion groups the
occupational therapist may wander from each group to facilitate
discussion.
1. Introduction
● Set up
○ (optional) Food and beverages
○ Occupational therapist should or may ask group members to cut out one
piece of the copies of Appendix F for every individual (price is dependent
on access to printing)
○ Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
○ Extra materials of handouts and folders may be helpful to have on hand
for the OT to refer to the materials or to have on hand if something gets
misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
○ Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first
session)
○ Tables and chairs will also be helpful for individuals to complete the
activity (re-used from first session)
○ Three balloons for every group member ($5.00 for a pack of 72)
○ Sharpie markers to write on the balloon ($5.20 for a five pack)
○ Glue sticks to glue fire to folder (re-used from first session)
○ (optional) earplugs to provide to individuals who are sensitive to loud
noises ($8.00 for 20 pairs)
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○ (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from
first session)
○ (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
● Member Introduction:
○ (optional) Bring an unscented candle to every session and light it at this
time. This will also be done to begin every session in the future.
■ You may invite a different group member every session to light the
candle.
■ Please read this as the candle is being lit:
“At the beginning of every session we will be lighting a candle to
represent strength, resilience, and growth from our past
experiences that have burnt us out. Every session, we burn brighter
as we are stronger than we were yesterday.
○ Introduce self and the title of the group. (Maintain a calm and positive
presence and be prepared to be empathetic to invite group members to
participate and engage in the session).
■ Example: Hello and welcome to today’s Finding Your Fire session,
my name is ______________ and I am an occupational therapist
who will be leading these sessions for the next year.
● Thank members for returning to the group and recognize
any new members that have joined this new session.
● As a reminder from what was mentioned last session, it is
expected that each group member treats everyone with
respect and if members fail to do so they may be asked to
leave.
● This is a safe area, meaning what is discussed in therapy
sessions, stays in the sessions. However, because I am a
mandatory reporter, if I personally feel that you are unsafe,
I will need to report that to the appropriate authorities for
your own safety.
● Share a brief outline of the session
○ The session will take approximately 60 minutes in its entirety
○ Participate in a check-in welcoming activity (10 minutes)
○ Balloon popping/coping strategy brainstorming activity (15 minutes)
○ Apply how we will work to reach those goals in our everyday lives (5
minutes)
○ Draw/color flame and wrap up group session with group member thoughts
(5- 10 minutes)
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● Explain the purpose for today’s group session by sharing the objectives with the
members.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will be able to
visually erase negative thoughts from their lives.
■ By the end of this group session the group members will continue
to build relationships with other members to build their support
network.
■ By the end of the session, group members will explore different
coping tools and choose one to use when they are experiencing
difficulties.
● Ask the group if there are any clarifications that need to be made before
continuing on.
● Warm up activity:
○ At this time ask group members to arrange their chairs in a circle so that
everyone can see each other.
○ Ask members to re-state their names or introduce themselves if there are
new members.
○ Each member will go through and name something positive that happened
within the past month in addition to something that they are grateful for.
○ Allow time for discussion.
○ After everyone has contributed and it has been approximately 10 minutes,
wrap up the conversation and ask members to move their chairs back to
their tables to begin the activity.
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2. Activity
● Give each group member three balloons and a sharpie marker to share with a
partner.
○ Instruct members to blow up their balloons and to think of three negative
thoughts that cross their minds on a daily basis and write the thoughts on a
balloon.
○ Have members place the balloons in a corner of the room and say that the
corner represents our lives when we have negative thoughts. Sometimes
they take up so much space that we don’t have room for the positive ones.
○ Invite the members to find their balloons once again. Once they each have
all of their three balloons, instruct them to pop them.
○ With what is left of each balloon, have them make a pile on one of the
tables.
○ Ask them to take 5 minutes to journal what was different about the
inflated pile of balloons and the deflated pile of the balloons and what they
are currently doing to get rid of their negative thoughts in their lives.
○ (optional) If individual journaling time is completed before the 15 minute
mark, allow group members to socialize with a partner about what they
wrote.
3. Sharing
● Use prompting questions to assist with cuing the group members to share.
○ What was your biggest takeaway from our activity today?
○ How did it feel to actively pop your negative thoughts?
4. Processing
● Prompting questions include:
○ What were some things that you wrote down in your journal that you are
currently using to decrease negative thoughts in your life?
○ Do you think journaling could be an effective way to deal with negative
emotions?
5. Generalizing
● Paraphrase and summarize what group members have shared in the
sharing and processing sections.
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6. Application
● Ask group members what they took away from the session today and what
could they do in everyday life to continue these coping strategies?
● Encourage group members to share and if they are having difficulties, list
some of the examples provided below
○ Examples:
■ Use your journal to vent your thoughts and emotions
■ Write things that you are grateful for
■ Use positive self talk
7. Summary
● To conclude the group session, re-state the objectives.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will be able to visually
erase negative thoughts from their lives.
○ By the end of this group session the group members will continue to build
relationships with other members to build their support network.
○ By the end of the session, group members will explore different coping
tools and choose one to use when they are experiencing difficulties.
○ Do you all feel like these were accurately addressed today?
■ If not, further ask them to discuss why and address as needed.
■ As a side note, in future sessions we will be exploring more coping
tools to find what works best for you personally.
● Hand out another piece of the flame cut-outs and have them color and draw on it
to make it uniquely theirs and glue it to their folder.
● Thank the members for participating in the group before dismissing and then blow
out the candle if you chose to light one.
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Session 3: Recognizing Distorted Thoughts
Brief layout: Like the previous session, this session will include the individual’s
folders and their paper pieces of their fire that they created from the previous session.
This session builds from the last session of recognizing the negative thoughts where they
expand further on gathering a game plan of future strategies.
Group Composition
● Same as previous session:
○ Depending on the group size of the members that attend, all
members will participate in the activity and will form a discussion
group of 10 females, above the age of 18, suffering from PTSD
due to a form of sexual violence. The sexual violence may include,
but is not limited to, sexual violence from rape, childhood abuse,
and abusive relationships. If there are more than 10 members, split
up the group as needed to encourage more discussion opportunities
for group members. With multiple discussion groups the
occupational therapist may wander from each group to facilitate
discussion.
1. Introduction
● Set up
○ (optional) Food and beverages
○ “When I feel___, I can ___” worksheets for every member found as
Appendix H (price is dependent on access to printing)
○ Occupational therapist should or may ask group members to cut out one
piece of the copies of Appendix F for every individual (price is dependent
on access to printing)
○ Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
○ Extra materials of handouts and folders may be helpful to have on hand
for the OT to refer to the materials or to have on hand if something gets
misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
○ Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first
session)
○ Tables and chairs will also be helpful for individuals to complete the
activity (re-used from first session)
○ Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
○ (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (r-eused from
first session)
○ (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
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● Member Introduction:
○ (optional) Bring an unscented candle to every session and light it at this
time. This will also be done to begin every session in the future.
■ You may invite a different group member every session to light the
candle.
■ Please read this as the candle is being lit:
“At the beginning of every session we will be lighting a candle to
represent strength, resilience, and growth from our past
experiences that have burnt us out. Every session, we burn brighter
as we are stronger than we were yesterday.
○ Introduce self and the title of the group. (Maintain a calm and positive
presence and be prepared to be empathetic to invite group members to
participate and engage in the session).
■ Example: Hello and welcome to today’s Finding Your Fire session,
my name is ______________ and I am an occupational therapist
who will be leading these sessions for the next year.
● Thank members for returning to the group and recognize
any new members that have joined this new session.
● As a reminder from what was mentioned last session, it is
expected that each group member treats everyone with
respect and if members fail to do so they may be asked to
leave.
● This is a safe area, meaning what is discussed in therapy
sessions, stays in the sessions. However, because I am a
mandatory reporter, if I personally feel that you are unsafe,
I will need to report that to the appropriate authorities for
your own safety.
● Share a brief outline of the session
○ The session will take approximately 60 minutes in its entirety
○ Participate in a check-in welcoming activity (10 minutes)
○ Discuss different coping tools (5 minutes)
○ Complete “When I feel __, I can__” worksheet from Appendix H and talk
about it with a partner (15 minutes)
○ Apply how we will work to be reaching those goals in their everyday lives
(5 minutes)
○ Draw/color flame and wrap up group session with group member thoughts
(5- 10 minutes)
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● Explain the purpose for today’s group session by sharing the objectives with the
members.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will identify
specific coping strategies to use when they experience a certain
emotion.
■ By the end of this group session the group members will continue
to build relationships with other members to build their support
network.
● Ask the group if there are any clarifications that need to be made before
continuing on.
● Warm up activity:
○ At this time ask group members to arrange their chairs in a circle so that
everyone can see each other.
○ Ask members to re-state their names or introduce themselves if there are
new members.
○ Each member will go through and name something positive and something
negative that happened within the past month in addition to something that
they are grateful for.
○ Allow time for discussion.
○ After everyone has contributed and it has been approximately 10 minutes,
wrap up the conversation and ask members to move their chairs back to
their tables to begin the activity.
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2. Activity
● Recall coping tools that were discussed in the previous session.
● Examples:
○ Journaling
○ Thinking of things they are grateful for
○ Positive self talk
○ Listening to music
○ Going for a walk
○ Deep breaths
● Hand group members the worksheet “When I feel __, I can__” from Appendix H
○ Instruct members to write down three negative emotions that they
experience regularly and write them on the left side of the paper
■ If they cannot think of three negative emotions, have them write
multiples of the same emotion.
○ Instruct members to think of different coping tools to write on the right
side of the paper when they are feeling that emotion.
○ After the paper is filled out, ask members to journal about why they
believe those coping strategies will work specifically for them
○ (optional) If individual journaling time is completed before the 15 minute
mark either allow group members to socialize with a partner about what
they wrote.
3. Sharing
● Use prompting questions to assist with cuing the group members to share.
○ What were some of the coping strategies that you chose?
○ Why do you feel those strategies will work best for you?
4. Processing
● Prompting questions include:
○ Have you tried any of these strategies before?
○ If so, have they been successful?
○ How can you make these strategies successful when you use them in the
moment?
5. Generalizing
● Paraphrase and summarize what group members have shared in the
sharing and processing sections.
6. Application
● Ask group members if they can see themselves using the coping tools that
they selected in their everyday routine.
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7. Summary
● To conclude the group session, re-state the objectives.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will identify specific
coping strategies to use when they experience a certain emotion.
○ By the end of this group session the group members will continue to build
relationships with other members to build their support network.
○ Do you all feel like these were accurately addressed today?
■ If not, further ask them to discuss why and address as needed.
■ As a side note, in future sessions we will be exploring more coping
tools to find what works best for you personally.
● Hand out another piece of the flame cut-outs and have them color and draw on it
to make it uniquely theirs and glue it to their folder.
● Thank the members for participating in the group before dismissing and then blow
out the candle if you chose to light one.
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Session 4: Many Parts of Our Heart
Brief layout: Like the previous sessions, this session will include the individual’s
folders and their paper pieces of their fire that they created from the previous session.
This session highlights the roles that each member has in their personal lives and how
much importance those roles have. In addition, group members will learn that hey also
need to put a high importance on their role of taking care of themselves.
Group Composition
● Same as previous session:
○ Depending on the group size of the members that attend, all
members will participate in the activity and will form a discussion
group of 10 females, above the age of 18, suffering from PTSD
due to a form of sexual violence. The sexual violence may include,
but is not limited to, sexual violence from rape, childhood abuse,
and abusive relationships. If there are more than 10 members, split
up the group as needed to encourage more discussion opportunities
for group members. With multiple discussion groups the
occupational therapist may wander from each group to facilitate
discussion.
1. Introduction
● Set up
○ (optional) Food and beverages
○ Print off the 2 “Parts of a Heart”worksheets found in Appendix I for every
member found as Appendix I (price is dependent on access to printing)
○ Scissors for group members to share ($4.00 for a 3 pack)
■ If no access to scissors, group members may rip the paper instead
○ Occupational therapist should or may ask group members to cut out one
piece of the copies of Appendix F for every individual (price is dependent
on access to printing)
○ Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
○ Extra materials of handouts and folders may be helpful to have on hand
for the OT to refer to the materials or to have on hand if something gets
misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
○ Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color hearts and the fire (re-used
from first session)
○ Tables and chairs will also be helpful for individuals to complete the
activity (re-used from first session)
○ Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
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○ (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from
first session)
○ (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
● Member Introduction:
○ (optional) Bring an unscented candle to every session and light it at this
time. This will also be done to begin every session in the future.
■ You may invite a different group member every session to light the
candle.
■ Please read this as the candle is being lit:
“At the beginning of every session we will be lighting a candle to
represent strength, resilience, and growth from our past
experiences that have burnt us out. Every session, we burn brighter
as we are stronger than we were yesterday.
○ Introduce self and the title of the group. (Maintain a calm and positive
presence and be prepared to be empathetic to invite group members to
participate and engage in the session).
■ Example: Hello and welcome to today’s Finding Your Fire session,
my name is ______________ and I am an occupational therapist
who will be leading these sessions for the next year.
● Thank members for returning to the group and recognize
any new members that have joined this new session.
● As a reminder from what was mentioned last session, it is
expected that each group member treats everyone with
respect and if members fail to do so they may be asked to
leave.
● This is a safe area, meaning what is discussed in therapy
sessions, stays in the sessions. However, because I am a
mandatory reporter, if I personally feel that you are unsafe,
I will need to report that to the appropriate authorities for
your own safety.
● Share a brief outline of the session
○ The session will take approximately 60 minutes in its entirety
○ Participate in a check-in welcoming activity (10 minutes)
○ Parts of our Hearts activity (30 minutes)
○ Draw/color flame and wrap up group session with group member thoughts
(5- 10 minutes)
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● Explain the purpose for today’s group session by sharing the objectives with the
members.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will recognize the
different roles they possess.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will identify and
commit to times during the day where they can take personal time
for self-care, even with all of the roles they possess.
■ By the end of this group session the group members will continue
to build relationships with other members to build their support
network.
● Ask the group if there are any clarifications that need to be made before
continuing on.
● Warm up activity:
○ At this time ask group members to arrange their chairs in a circle so that
everyone can see each other.
○ Ask members to re-state their names or introduce themselves if there are
new members.
○ Each member will go through and name something positive and something
negative that happened within the past month in addition to something that
they are grateful for.
○ Allow time for discussion.
○ After everyone has contributed and it has been approximately 10 minutes,
wrap up the conversation and ask members to move their chairs back to
their tables to begin the activity.
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2. Activity
● Have group members partner up to share materials and hand each group member
2 pieces of the “parts of our heart” worksheet found in Appendix I
● Lay markers, colored pencils, and/or crayons out in the front of the room for
group members to select the colors that they desire for their project
● On the first page instruct group members to write “Me” multiple times all over the
first heart
○ The word “Me” will represent the time the group members individually
take for self-care activities for themselves.
● On the second page instruct group members to write down their roles they have in
their daily lives. The roles that they feel that are most important or dedicate most
of their time should be written larger in the heart.
○ Examples:
■ Mother
■ Daughter
■ Care-taker
■ Employee
■ Club members, etc.
○ Group members may take extra time to be creative and color their hearts
as they would like to do so.
● Once group members have their roles on the second page completed, instruct
them to cut out their roles and place them into their first heart page to the
corresponding piece of the heart, even if the pieces are over the words “Me”.
○ If there are some members done before others, or if there is additional time
left, instruct those who are finished to take some personal time to journal
about their life roles.
● Invite group members to wrap up their journal entries or drawing and bring their
attention back to group discussion.
3. Sharing
● Use prompting questions to assist with cuing the group members to share.
○ What were some of the roles that you wrote in your second heart?
○ Are those roles important to you and why?
○ When bringing both pieces of the heart together, how much of the “Me’s”
were visible?
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4. Processing
● Prompting questions include:
○ What roles could you take time away from to create more time for
yourself?
○ Is there a specific time during the day you could use everyday for
yourself?
5. Generalizing
● Paraphrase and summarize what group members have shared in the
sharing and processing sections.
6. Application
● Ask group members to commit to a time everyday, whether it’s before
getting up for the day, before going to bed, or in the middle of the day, to
take for themselves.
● Ask each member to share the time they selected with the group.
7. Summary
● To conclude the group session, re-state the objectives.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will recognize the
different roles they possess.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will identify and commit
to times during the day where they can take personal time for self-care,
even with all of the roles they possess.
○ By the end of this group session the group members will continue to build
relationships with other members to build their support network.
○ Do you all feel like these were accurately addressed today?
■ If not, further ask them to discuss why and address as needed.
■ As a side note, in future sessions we will be exploring more coping
tools to find what works best for you personally.
● Hand out another piece of the flame cut-outs and have them color and draw on it
to make it uniquely theirs and glue it to their folder.
● Thank the members for participating in the group before dismissing and then blow
out the candle if you chose to light one.
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Session 5: Mirror Mirror
Brief layout: Like the previous sessions, this session will include the individual’s
folders and their paper pieces of their fire that they created from the previous session.
This session focuses on positive self talk as well as receiving affirmations from other
group members.
Group Composition
● Same as previous session:
○ Depending on the group size of the members that attend, all
members will participate in the activity and will form a discussion
group of 10 females, above the age of 18, suffering from PTSD
due to a form of sexual violence. The sexual violence may include,
but is not limited to, sexual violence from rape, childhood abuse,
and abusive relationships. If there are more than 10 members, split
up the group as needed to encourage more discussion opportunities
for group members. With multiple discussion groups the
occupational therapist may wander from each group to facilitate
discussion.
1. Introduction
● Set up
○ (optional) Food and beverages
○ Print off the “Mirror Mirror” worksheet for each member found in
Appendix J (price is dependent on access to printing)
○ Occupational therapist should or may ask group members to cut out one
piece of the copies of Appendix F for every individual (price is dependent
on access to printing)
○ Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
○ Extra materials of handouts and folders may be helpful to have on hand
for the OT to refer to the materials or to have on hand if something gets
misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
○ Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to write on the mirror and to color the
fire (re-used from first session)
○ Tables and chairs will also be helpful for individuals to complete the
activity (re-used from first session)
○ Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
○ (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from
first session)
○ (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
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● Member Introduction:
○ (optional) Bring an unscented candle to every session and light it at this
time. This will also be done to begin every session in the future.
■ You may invite a different group member every session to light the
candle.
■ Please read this as the candle is being lit:
“At the beginning of every session we will be lighting a candle to
represent strength, resilience, and growth from our past
experiences that have burnt us out. Every session, we burn brighter
as we are stronger than we were yesterday.
○ Introduce self and the title of the group. (Maintain a calm and positive
presence and be prepared to be empathetic to invite group members to
participate and engage in the session).
■ Example: Hello and welcome to today’s Finding Your Fire session,
my name is ______________ and I am an occupational therapist
who will be leading these sessions for the next year.
● Thank members for returning to the group and recognize
any new members that have joined this new session.
● As a reminder from what was mentioned last session, it is
expected that each group member treats everyone with
respect and if members fail to do so they may be asked to
leave.
● This is a safe area, meaning what is discussed in therapy
sessions, stays in the sessions. However, because I am a
mandatory reporter, if I personally feel that you are unsafe,
I will need to report that to the appropriate authorities for
your own safety.
● Share a brief outline of the session
○ The session will take approximately 60 minutes in its entirety
○ Participate in a check-in welcoming activity (10 minutes)
○ Participate in the “Mirror Mirror” activity (20 minutes)
○ Complete a journal reflection (10 minutes)
○ Draw/color flame and wrap up group session with group member thoughts
(5- 10 minutes)
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● Explain the purpose for today’s group session by sharing the objectives with the
members.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will explore the
use of positive self talk.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will receive
positive affirmations from other group members.
■ By the end of this group session the group members will continue
to build relationships with other members to build their support
network.
● Ask the group if there are any clarifications that need to be made before
continuing on.
● Warm up activity:
○ At this time ask group members to arrange their chairs in a circle so that
everyone can see each other.
○ Ask members to re-state their names or introduce themselves if there are
new members.
○ Each member will go through and name something positive and something
negative that happened within the past month in addition to something that
they are grateful for.
○ Allow time for discussion.
○ After everyone has contributed and it has been approximately 10 minutes,
wrap up the conversation and ask members to move their chairs back to
their tables to begin the activity.
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2. Activity
● The purpose of the activity we will be doing today is to help you frame an image
of yourself in a positive way.
● Hand each member a paper from Appendix J and hand them each a writing
utensil.
● Instruct members to write their name at the top of the paper
● Next, instruct members to write five words that they feel describe themselves in
their mirror.
● After everyone has finished their words, instruct group members to sit in a circle
and pass their mirrors around the circle. Each member will have the opportunity
to write on each individual’s mirror and must write one positive word about the
person when they have their mirror. If the original owner of that mirror wrote any
negative words on their mirror, group members will draw a line through that
negative word and place a positive word next to it.
○ Encourage group members to write positive words that reflect that
individual’s qualities rather than the way they look.
○ If you are working with a group with less than 5 members, encourage the
members to write more than one word on each person’s mirror.
○ If you are working with a group that is greater than 10, split up the group
to receive more quality answers.
● Once group members have their original mirrors returned to them, allow for a
moment for each member to read their mirror of what the other members had
written about them.
● Instruct the group members to take the next 5-10 minutes (depending on time) to
journal about their experience in the mirror mirror activity.
● Invite group members to wrap up their journal entries and bring their attention
back to group discussion
3. Sharing
● Use prompting questions to assist with cuing the group members to share.
○ What were some of the words you chose to write about yourself?
○ Which comments surprised you on the words that you got from group
members?
○ What comment touched you the most?
4. Processing
● Prompting questions include:
○ How did it feel to receive your mirror back after everyone else had written
on it?
○ How did it feel to give your group members positive words about
themselves?
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5. Generalizing
● Paraphrase and summarize what group members have shared in the
sharing and processing sections.
6. Application
● Ask group members how they can use this mirror in their everyday lives
○ Could they put up their mirror some place where they see it
everyday?
○ Could they write positive words on their own mirrors with dry
erase markers everyday?
○ Could they remind themselves of the words that were on their
paper in their head during a difficult time?
7. Summary
● To conclude the group session, re-state the objectives.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will explore the use of
positive self talk.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will receive positive
affirmations from other group members.
○ By the end of this group session the group members will continue to build
relationships with other members to build their support network.
○ Do you all feel like these were accurately addressed today?
■ If not, further ask them to discuss why and address as needed.
■ As a side note, in future sessions we will be exploring more coping
tools to find what works best for you personally.
● Hand out another piece of the flame cut-outs and have them color and draw on it
to make it uniquely theirs and glue it to their folder.
● Thank the members for participating in the group before dismissing and then blow
out the candle if you chose to light one.
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Session 6: Inspiration Stone Painting
Brief layout: Like the previous sessions, this session will include the individual’s
folders and their paper pieces of their fire that they created from the previous session. In
this session, members will paint an inspiring word on a rock that they can keep with them
in a pocket or a purse. When members are feeling stressed they can look at the rock as
inspiration or even feel for it as a comfort item.
Group Composition
● Same as previous session:
○ Depending on the group size of the members that attend, all
members will participate in the activity and will form a discussion
group of 10 females, above the age of 18, suffering from PTSD
due to a form of sexual violence. The sexual violence may include,
but is not limited to, sexual violence from rape, childhood abuse,
and abusive relationships. If there are more than 10 members, split
up the group as needed to encourage more discussion opportunities
for group members. With multiple discussion groups the
occupational therapist may wander from each group to facilitate
discussion.
1. Introduction
● Set up
○ (optional) Food and beverages
○ Provide rocks for each group member (small enough to fit in a pocket, but
still large enough to paint a word onto) ($14.00 for a pack of 12, or find
some outside for free)
○ Multiple paint brushes of various shapes and sizes ($7.00 for a variety
pack)
○ Acrylic paints of various colors ($5.00 for a pack of 12 of Apple Barrel
essential pack)
○ Paper plates (to squeeze the paint onto) ($6.00 for a pack of 170)
○ Other cleaning supplies (wipes for clean up, newspaper, etc) (dependent
on facility)
○ Occupational therapist should or may ask group members to cut out one
piece of the copies of Appendix F for every individual (price is dependent
on access to printing)
○ Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
○ Extra materials of handouts and folders may be helpful to have on hand
for the OT to refer to the materials or to have on hand if something gets
misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
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○ Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first
session)
○ Tables and chairs will also be helpful for individuals to complete the
activity (re-used from first session)
○ Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
○ (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from
first session)
○ (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
● Member Introduction:
○ (optional) Bring an unscented candle to every session and light it at this
time. This will also be done to begin every session in the future.
■ You may invite a different group member every session to light the
candle.
■ Please read this as the candle is being lit:
“At the beginning of every session we will be lighting a candle to
represent strength, resilience, and growth from our past
experiences that have burnt us out. Every session, we burn brighter
as we are stronger than we were yesterday.
○ Introduce self and the title of the group. (Maintain a calm and positive
presence and be prepared to be empathetic to invite group members to
participate and engage in the session).
■ Example: Hello and welcome to today’s Finding Your Fire session,
my name is ______________ and I am an occupational therapist
who will be leading these sessions for the next year.
● Thank members for returning to the group and recognize
any new members that have joined this new session.
● As a reminder from what was mentioned last session, it is
expected that each group member treats everyone with
respect and if members fail to do so they may be asked to
leave.
● This is a safe area, meaning what is discussed in therapy
sessions, stays in the sessions. However, because I am a
mandatory reporter, if I personally feel that you are unsafe,
I will need to report that to the appropriate authorities for
your own safety.
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● Share a brief outline of the session
○ The session will take approximately 60 minutes in its entirety
○ Participate in a check-in welcoming activity (10 minutes)
○ Participate in the stone painting activity (30 minutes)
○ Share with the group about everyone’s stones (10 minutes)
○ Draw/color flame and wrap up group session with group member thoughts
(5- 10 minutes)
● Explain the purpose for today’s group session by sharing the objectives with the
members.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will choose a
meaningful word to them and express that word creatively on a
rock.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will choose how
to utilize their inspiration stones in their daily life.
■ By the end of this group session the group members will continue
to build relationships with other members to build their support
network.
● Ask the group if there are any clarifications that need to be made before
continuing on.
● Warm up activity:
○ At this time ask group members to arrange their chairs in a circle so that
everyone can see each other.
○ Ask members to re-state their names or introduce themselves if there are
new members.
○ Each member will go through and name something positive and something
negative that happened within the past month in addition to something that
they are grateful for.
○ Allow time for discussion.
○ After everyone has contributed and it has been approximately 10 minutes,
wrap up the conversation and ask members to move their chairs back to
their tables to begin the activity.
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2. Activity
● Lay out the rocks, paint, paint brushes, and paper plates in the front of the room.
● Invite group members to pick a rock, a couple paint brushes and place their
preferred paint colors onto a paper plate to bring back to their tables.
● Ask group members to think of a word that is empowering or inspiring to them
that they could use when they are feeling stressed.
○ Examples:
■ Grow
■ Grateful
■ Hope
■ Change
■ Mission
■ Confidence
■ Courage
■ Strength
■ Focus
● Ask group members to take the next 30 minutes to paint the word or words on
their stone and design it to however they want to within the timeframe.
● Give a 10 minute warning to allow group members to wrap up their work.
● Give a 5 minute warning and ask group members to clean up their supplies.
● After items are mostly or all clean, invite group members bring their attention
back to group discussion.
3. Sharing
● Use prompting questions to assist with cuing the group members to share.
○ Would each of you please show the group your stone?
○ How is the word that you chose meaningful to you?
4. Processing
● Prompting questions include:
○ How did you feel while you were painting?
○ Was it relaxing?
■ For the group members who found it relaxing, suggest that they
could use painting as a leisure activity in the future.
○ Was it frustrating to you?
■ Ask why? (recognize that painting isn’t always for everyone, and
that’s okay)
5. Generalizing
● Paraphrase and summarize what group members have shared in the
sharing and processing sections.
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6. Application
● Ask group members how they could use this activity in their everyday
lives.
○ Maybe keep the stone nearby and feel it in their hands when they
need comfort.
○ Display their stone in a place where they may see it everyday.
○ Utilize painting as a new leisure activity.
7. Summary
● To conclude the group session, re-state the objectives.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will choose a meaningful
word to them and express that word creatively on a rock.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will choose how to
utilize their inspiration stones in their daily life.
○ By the end of this group session the group members will continue to build
relationships with other members to build their support network.
○ Do you all feel like these were accurately addressed today?
■ If not, further ask them to discuss why and address as needed.
● Hand out another piece of the flame cut-outs and have them color and draw on it
to make it uniquely theirs and glue it to their folder.
● Thank the members for participating in the group before dismissing and then blow
out the candle if you chose to light one.
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Session 7: Grounding Exercises
Brief layout: Like the previous sessions, this session will include the individual’s
folders and their paper pieces of their fire that they created from the previous session. In
this session, members will have the opportunity to practice grounding as a coping
strategy. Grounding activities can help individuals become mindful of their surroundings
to prevent stress symptoms from escalating.
Group Composition
● Same as previous session:
○ Depending on the group size of the members that attend, all
members will participate in the activity and will form a discussion
group of 10 females, above the age of 18, suffering from PTSD
due to a form of sexual violence. The sexual violence may include,
but is not limited to, sexual violence from rape, childhood abuse,
and abusive relationships. If there are more than 10 members, split
up the group as needed to encourage more discussion opportunities
for group members. With multiple discussion groups the
occupational therapist may wander from each group to facilitate
discussion.
1. Introduction
● Set up
○ (optional) Food and beverages
○ Provide grounding activity worksheet to each group member found in
Appendix K (price is dependent on access to printing)
○ Prepare a layout for a 10 minute walk
■ Outdoor is preferred but should be avoided if the weather is bad or
if it is dark outside
■ Indoor should be mapped out for approximately 10 minutes
○ Self Esteem Check-In sheet from Appendix C for each group member
(price is dependent on access to printing)
○ Occupational therapist should or may ask group members to cut out one
piece of the copies of Appendix F for every individual (price is dependent
on access to printing)
○ Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
○ Extra materials of handouts and folders may be helpful to have on hand
for the OT to refer to the materials or to have on hand if something gets
misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
○ Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first
session)
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○ Tables and chairs will also be helpful for individuals to complete the
activity (re-used from first session)
○ Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
○ (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from
first session)
○ (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
● Member Introduction:
○ (optional) Bring an unscented candle to every session and light it at this
time. This will also be done to begin every session in the future.
■ IMPORTANT: BLOW OUT THE CANDLE BEFORE YOU GO
ON THE WALK
■ You may invite a different group member every session to light the
candle.
■ Please read this as the candle is being lit:
“At the beginning of every session we will be lighting a candle to
represent strength, resilience, and growth from our past
experiences that have burnt us out. Every session, we burn brighter
as we are stronger than we were yesterday.
○ Introduce self and the title of the group. (Maintain a calm and positive
presence and be prepared to be empathetic to invite group members to
participate and engage in the session).
■ Example: Hello and welcome to today’s Finding Your Fire session,
my name is ______________ and I am an occupational therapist
who will be leading these sessions for the next year.
● Thank members for returning to the group and recognize
any new members that have joined this new session.
● As a reminder from what was mentioned last session, it is
expected that each group member treats everyone with
respect and if members fail to do so they may be asked to
leave.
● This is a safe area, meaning what is discussed in therapy
sessions, stays in the sessions. However, because I am a
mandatory reporter, if I personally feel that you are unsafe,
I will need to report that to the appropriate authorities for
your own safety.
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● Share a brief outline of the session
○ The session will take approximately 60 minutes in its entirety
○ Participate in a check-in welcoming activity (10 minutes)
○ Participate in a group walk to practice grounding and complete worksheet
from Appendix K (15 minutes)
○ Journal about the activity (5-10 minutes)
○ Self Esteem Check-In sheet (5-10 minutes)
○ Sharing and discussion (5-10 minutes)
○ Draw/color flame and wrap up group session with group member thoughts
(5- 10 minutes)
● Explain the purpose for today’s group session by sharing the objectives with the
members.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will practice
grounding as a coping strategy to utilize when they are stressed.
■ By the end of this group session the group members will continue
to build relationships with other members to build their support
network.
● Ask the group if there are any clarifications that need to be made before
continuing on.
● Warm up activity:
○ At this time ask group members to arrange their chairs in a circle so that
everyone can see each other.
○ Ask members to re-state their names or introduce themselves if there are
new members.
○ Each member will go through and name something positive and something
negative that happened within the past month in addition to something that
they are grateful for.
○ Allow time for discussion.
○ After everyone has contributed and it has been approximately 10 minutes,
wrap up the conversation and ask members to move their chairs back to
their tables to begin the activity.
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2. Activity
● Ask group members if they have heard of the term grounding before.
● If not, inform them that grounding is a coping strategy to help your thoughts to be
more in the moment and can help to distract from the episodic stress such as the
symptoms experienced after a traumatic event.
● By using grounding as a coping strategy, it can help to bring you back to your
reality and focus on the activities that you want or need to participate in.
● Hand group members worksheets from Appendix K and a writing utensil
● Explain to group members that everyone will be going on a 10 minute walk at
your own pace.
○ If the weather is cold and if it is dark outside- please do not take your
group members outside unless everyone requests to do so and are prepared
with appropriate attire.
○ The darkness may trigger some of the group members' PTSD so that is
something to be aware of.
○ If the weather is nice and it is not dark out, ask group members if they
have a preference walking indoors or outdoors.
● Tell group members that they may talk to other group members or choose to be
quiet during the walk but should focus on filling out or thinking of the items on
the worksheet as they walk.
● Preface to the group members that the items on the worksheet include:
○ 5 things I see
○ 4 things I hear
○ 3 things you are touch/feel
○ 2 things you smell
○ 1 thing you taste
● (IF YOU LIT A CANDLE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SESSION, BLOW IT
OUT AT THIS TIME)
● After group members understand the activity, begin to lead group members on the
walk.
● After getting back to the room, ask group members to take out their journals and
journal about the activity.
● After group members have journaled, ask them to bring their attention back to the
group for discussion.
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3. Sharing
● Use prompting questions to assist with cuing the group members to share.
○ How did it go using this coping strategy?
○ What were some of the items you wrote on your worksheet?
○ Were you able to focus on the items of your five senses?
○ Did your mind wander?
4. Processing
● Prompting questions include:
○ Was this activity relaxing for you?
○ Was it stressful?
○ Could you see yourself using this activity when you become stressed?
5. Generalizing
● Paraphrase and summarize what group members have shared in the
sharing and processing sections.
6. Application
● Ask group members how they could choose to incorporate this activity in
their everyday lives.
○ When can you see yourself using this strategy?
○ What are some of the environments you could see yourself using
this coping strategy?
7. Summary
● To conclude the group session, re-state the objectives.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will practice grounding
as a coping strategy to utilize when they are stressed.
○ By the end of this group session the group members will continue to build
relationships with other members to build their support network.
○ Do you all feel like these were accurately addressed today?
■ If not, further ask them to discuss why and address as needed.
● Hand out another piece of the flame cut-outs and have them color and draw on it
to make it uniquely theirs and glue it to their folder.
● Thank the members for participating in the group before dismissing and then blow
out the candle if you chose to light one.
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Session 8: Quotation Painting
Brief layout: Like the previous sessions, this session will include the individual’s
folders and their paper pieces of their fire that they created from the previous session.
This session allows group members to express their emotions through painting and will
continue to encourage the use of positive self talk through quotations that are meaningful
to them.
Group Composition
● Same as previous session:
○ Depending on the group size of the members that attend, all
members will participate in the activity and will form a discussion
group of 10 females, above the age of 18, suffering from PTSD
due to a form of sexual violence. The sexual violence may include,
but is not limited to, sexual violence from rape, childhood abuse,
and abusive relationships. If there are more than 10 members, split
up the group as needed to encourage more discussion opportunities
for group members. With multiple discussion groups the
occupational therapist may wander from each group to facilitate
discussion.
1. Introduction
● Set up
○ (optional) Food and beverage
○ Canvases (8x10) ($6.30 for a pack of 5)
○ Multiple paint brushes of various shapes and sizes (reuse from session 6)
○ Acrylic paints of various colors (reuse from session 6)
○ Paper plates (to squeeze the paint onto) (reuse from session 6)
○ Other cleaning supplies (wipes for clean up, newspaper, etc) (dependent
on facility)
○ Occupational therapist should or may ask group members to cut out one
piece of the copies of Appendix F for every individual (price is dependent
on access to printing)
○ Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
○ Extra materials of handouts and folders may be helpful to have on hand
for the OT to refer to the materials or to have on hand if something gets
misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
○ Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first
session)
○ Tables and chairs will also be helpful for individuals to complete the
activity (re-used from first session)
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○ Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
○ (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from
first session)
○ (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
● Member Introduction:
○ (optional) Bring an unscented candle to every session and light it at this
time. This will also be done to begin every session in the future.
■ You may invite a different group member every session to light the
candle.
■ Please read this as the candle is being lit:
“At the beginning of every session we will be lighting a candle to
represent strength, resilience, and growth from our past
experiences that have burnt us out. Every session, we burn brighter
as we are stronger than we were yesterday.
○ Introduce self and the title of the group. (Maintain a calm and positive
presence and be prepared to be empathetic to invite group members to
participate and engage in the session).
■ Example: Hello and welcome to today’s Finding Your Fire session,
my name is ______________ and I am an occupational therapist
who will be leading these sessions for the next year.
● Thank members for returning to the group and recognize
any new members that have joined this new session.
● As a reminder from what was mentioned last session, it is
expected that each group member treats everyone with
respect and if members fail to do so they may be asked to
leave.
● This is a safe area, meaning what is discussed in therapy
sessions, stays in the sessions. However, because I am a
mandatory reporter, if I personally feel that you are unsafe,
I will need to report that to the appropriate authorities for
your own safety.
● Share a brief outline of the session
○ The session will take approximately 60 minutes in its entirety
○ Participate in a check-in welcoming activity (10 minutes)
○ Partake in the quotation painting activity (30 minutes)
○ Sharing and discussion (5-10 minutes)
○ Draw/color flame and wrap up group session with group member thoughts
(5- 10 minutes)
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● Explain the purpose for today’s group session by sharing the objectives with the
members.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will choose a
meaningful quotation to help encourage them in their daily lives.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will determine if
they enjoy the leisure activity of painting.
■ By the end of this group session the group members will continue
to build relationships with other members to build their support
network.
● Ask the group if there are any clarifications that need to be made before
continuing on.
● Warm up activity:
○ At this time ask group members to arrange their chairs in a circle so that
everyone can see each other.
○ Ask members to re-state their names or introduce themselves if there are
new members.
○ Each member will go through and name something positive and something
negative that happened within the past month in addition to something that
they are grateful for.
○ Allow time for discussion.
○ After everyone has contributed and it has been approximately 10 minutes,
wrap up the conversation and ask members to move their chairs back to
their tables to begin the activity.
2. Activity
● Ask group members to think of a quotation that is meaningful to them in their
daily lives. If they can’t think of one, allow 5 minutes of research on their cell
phones to pick a quotation.
● Set up the painting materials in the front of the room and instruct members to
collect a canvas, a couple paint brushes, paint on their paper plates and whatever
else you feel they need to complete this activity.
● Tell group members they have the next 20 minutes (or so, depending on time) to
paint their quotations onto their canvas.
○ They can paint the words, or a picture, whatever they want as long as the
quotation serves as an inspiration to the painting.
● Give a 10 minute warning to allow group members to wrap up their work.
● Give a 5 minute warning and ask group members to clean up their supplies.
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● After items are mostly or all clean, invite group members bring their attention
back to group discussion.
3. Sharing
● Use prompting questions to assist with cuing the group members to share.
○ Ask a group to share the quotations that they selected and to share their
canvas that they painted.
○ Why did you choose that specific quotation?
4. Processing
● Prompting questions include:
○ Was it relaxing to paint?
○ How can quotations help us in our everyday lives?
○ What are ways that you could incorporate positive self talk more?
5. Generalizing
● Paraphrase and summarize what group members have shared in the
sharing and processing sections.
6. Application
● Ask group members how they could use this activity in their everyday
lives.
○ Are there quotations or things that you say to others to make their
days better?
○ Could they read more quotations to help encourage positive self
talk?
○ Can they continue to paint as a leisure activity?
○ Can they incorporate positive quotations in their journals?
7. Summary
● To conclude the group session, re-state the objectives.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will choose a meaningful
quotation to help encourage them in their daily lives.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will determine if they
enjoy the leisure activity of painting.
○ By the end of this group session the group members will continue to build
relationships with other members to build their support network.
○ Do you all feel like these were accurately addressed today?
■ If not, further ask them to discuss why and address as needed.
● Hand out another piece of the flame cut-outs and have them color and draw on it
to make it uniquely theirs and glue it to their folder.
● Thank the members for participating in the group before dismissing and then blow
out the candle if you chose to light one.
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Session 9: Lyric Analysis
Brief layout: Like the previous sessions, this session will include the individual’s
folders and their paper pieces of their fire that they created from the previous session.
Group members will have the opportunity to utilize the therapeutic use of music to relate
their emotions to.
Group Composition
● Same as previous session:
○ Depending on the group size of the members that attend, all
members will participate in the activity and will form a discussion
group of 10 females, above the age of 18, suffering from PTSD
due to a form of sexual violence. The sexual violence may include,
but is not limited to, sexual violence from rape, childhood abuse,
and abusive relationships. If there are more than 10 members, split
up the group as needed to encourage more discussion opportunities
for group members. With multiple discussion groups the
occupational therapist may wander from each group to facilitate
discussion.
1. Introduction
● Set up
○ (optional) Food and beverages
○ Internet access (dependent on facility)
○ Speakers (could be bluetooth or computer) (dependent on facility)
○ Computer or phone to connect to speaker (dependent on facility)
○ (optional) Projector to display music videos (dependent on facility)
○ (optional) Choose 5 songs for group members to listen to within the
session (otherwise 5 songs are provided with direction outlined in the
session)
○ Occupational therapist should or may ask group members to cut out one
piece of the copies of Appendix F for every individual (price is dependent
on access to printing)
○ Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
○ Extra materials of handouts and folders may be helpful to have on hand
for the OT to refer to the materials or to have on hand if something gets
misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
○ Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first
session)
○ Tables and chairs will also be helpful for individuals to complete the
activity (re-used from first session)
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○ Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
○ (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from
first session)
○ (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
● Member Introduction:
○ (optional) Bring an unscented candle to every session and light it at this
time. This will also be done to begin every session in the future.
■ You may invite a different group member every session to light the
candle.
■ Please read this as the candle is being lit:
“At the beginning of every session we will be lighting a candle to
represent strength, resilience, and growth from our past
experiences that have burnt us out. Every session, we burn brighter
as we are stronger than we were yesterday.
○ Introduce self and the title of the group. (Maintain a calm and positive
presence and be prepared to be empathetic to invite group members to
participate and engage in the session).
■ Example: Hello and welcome to today’s Finding Your Fire session,
my name is ______________ and I am an occupational therapist
who will be leading these sessions for the next year.
● Thank members for returning to the group and recognize
any new members that have joined this new session.
● As a reminder from what was mentioned last session, it is
expected that each group member treats everyone with
respect and if members fail to do so they may be asked to
leave.
● This is a safe area, meaning what is discussed in therapy
sessions, stays in the sessions. However, because I am a
mandatory reporter, if I personally feel that you are unsafe,
I will need to report that to the appropriate authorities for
your own safety.
● Share a brief outline of the session
○ The session will take approximately 60 minutes in its entirety
○ Participate in a check-in welcoming activity (10 minutes)
○ Listen to five different songs (20 minutes)
○ Journaling (5-10 minutes)
○ Sharing and discussion (5-10 minutes)
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○ Draw/color flame and wrap up group session with group member thoughts
(5- 10 minutes)
● Explain the purpose for today’s group session by sharing the objectives with the
members.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will analyze
different song lyrics and how to relate them to their emotions.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will choose a
song that they feel represents their life.
■ By the end of this group session the group members will continue
to build relationships with other members to build their support
network.
● Ask the group if there are any clarifications that need to be made before
continuing on.
● Warm up activity:
○ At this time ask group members to arrange their chairs in a circle so that
everyone can see each other.
○ Ask members to re-state their names or introduce themselves if there are
new members.
○ Each member will go through and name something positive and something
negative that happened within the past month in addition to something that
they are grateful for.
○ Allow time for discussion.
○ After everyone has contributed and it has been approximately 10 minutes,
wrap up the conversation and ask members to move their chairs back to
their tables to begin the activity.
2. Activity
● Inform group members that while you play the 5 songs in a row that you have
selected (or the ones that are provided below), that they will need to take out their
journals and list at least five things they thought about it during the song or how it
relates to their lives.
○ After each song, allow for a one-two minute pause between songs to allow
group members to gather their thoughts.
● Encourage group members to write down the titles of the songs so if they enjoy it,
they can go back and listen to it again in their own time.
● If group members become tearful during any of the songs, allow extra time
between the songs for group members to process their emotions.
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○ If members become distressed, talk to them individually and ask them if
they need a moment to step out of the room or to use a coping strategy to
calm themselves down.
● Play each song and allow a couple minutes for the group members to process their
thoughts behind it.
● Examples songs:
○ 1st song: Kelly Clarkson’s “Because of you” 3:40 minutes:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTTjLxXFg0k
○ 2nd song: Christina Perri’s “Human” 4:06 minutes:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XX9E2xuc7nU&list=RDXX9E2xuc7
nU&t=57
○ 3rd song: Andra Day’s “Rise Up”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdHFEkNZM9k
○ 4th song: Rascal Flatts “Stand” 3:28 minutes:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT10h5vqmZs
○ 5th song: Kesha’s “Praying” 3:59 minutes:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLR3Gqz5PEs
● After all of the videos, invite group members to journal about the activity or about
how they may relate one of the songs that were played or one that they enjoy in
their free time to their life story.
● After group members have journaled, ask them to bring their attention back to the
group for discussion.
3. Sharing
● Use prompting questions to assist with cuing the group members to share.
○ Ask group members if they related to any of the songs that were played
more than others?
○ Can you think of a song that you feel represents your story?
○ Have you ever thought to use music in this way before?
4. Processing
● Prompting questions include:
○ Ask group members how they felt about the activity?
○ Was it empowering? Was it stressful?
5. Generalizing
● Paraphrase and summarize what group members have shared in the
sharing and processing sections.
6. Application
● Ask group members how they could use this activity in their everyday
lives.
○ Could they listen to music when they become stressed?
○ Could they play a certain song to help motivate them?
○ How often will they refer back to their journals in the future?
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7. Summary
● To conclude the group session, re-state the objectives.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will analyze different
song lyrics and how to relate them to their emotions.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will choose a song that
they feel represents their life.
○ By the end of this group session the group members will continue to build
relationships with other members to build their support network.
○ Do you all feel like these were accurately addressed today?
■ If not, further ask them to discuss why and address as needed.
● Hand out another piece of the flame cut-outs and have them color and draw on it
to make it uniquely theirs and glue it to their folder.
● Thank the members for participating in the group before dismissing and then blow
out the candle if you chose to light one.
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Session 10: Meditation and Deep Breathing
Brief layout: Like the previous sessions, this session will include the individual’s
folders and their paper pieces of their fire that they created from the previous session. In
this session, group members explore the coping strategies of deep breathing and using
guided meditations. Deep breathing can easily be done in any situation including during
meditations.
Group Composition
● Same as previous session:
○ Depending on the group size of the members that attend, all
members will participate in the activity and will form a discussion
group of 10 females, above the age of 18, suffering from PTSD
due to a form of sexual violence. The sexual violence may include,
but is not limited to, sexual violence from rape, childhood abuse,
and abusive relationships. If there are more than 10 members, split
up the group as needed to encourage more discussion opportunities
for group members. With multiple discussion groups the
occupational therapist may wander from each group to facilitate
discussion.
1. Introduction
● Set up
○ (optional) Food and beverages
○ (optional) Provide yoga mats (if your facility has them) or invite group
members ahead of time to bring one if they would like to.
○ Be prepared to read script that is provided for guided meditation in
Appendix L (price is dependent on access to printing)
○ Occupational therapist should or may ask group members to cut out one
piece of the copies of Appendix F for every individual (price is dependent
on access to printing)
○ Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
○ Extra materials of handouts and folders may be helpful to have on hand
for the OT to refer to the materials or to have on hand if something gets
misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
○ Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first
session)
○ Tables and chairs will also be helpful for individuals to complete the
activity (re-used from first session)
○ Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
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○ (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from
first session)
○ (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
● Member Introduction:
○ (optional) Bring an unscented candle to every session and light it at this
time. This will also be done to begin every session in the future.
■ You may invite a different group member every session to light the
candle.
■ Please read this as the candle is being lit:
“At the beginning of every session we will be lighting a candle to
represent strength, resilience, and growth from our past
experiences that have burnt us out. Every session, we burn brighter
as we are stronger than we were yesterday.
○ Introduce self and the title of the group. (Maintain a calm and positive
presence and be prepared to be empathetic to invite group members to
participate and engage in the session).
■ Example: Hello and welcome to today’s Finding Your Fire session,
my name is ______________ and I am an occupational therapist
who will be leading these sessions for the next year.
● Thank members for returning to the group and recognize
any new members that have joined this new session.
● As a reminder from what was mentioned last session, it is
expected that each group member treats everyone with
respect and if members fail to do so they may be asked to
leave.
● This is a safe area, meaning what is discussed in therapy
sessions, stays in the sessions. However, because I am a
mandatory reporter, if I personally feel that you are unsafe,
I will need to report that to the appropriate authorities for
your own safety.
● Share a brief outline of the session
○ The session will take approximately 60 minutes in its entirety
○ Participate in a check-in welcoming activity (10 minutes)
○ Introduction to deep breathing and Guided meditation (20 minutes)
○ Journaling (5-10 minutes)
○ Sharing and discussion (5-10 minutes)
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○ Draw/color flame and wrap up group session with group member thoughts
(5- 10 minutes)
● Explain the purpose for today’s group session by sharing the objectives with the
members.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will learn how to
utilize the coping strategy of deep breathing in multiple aspects of
their lives.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will practice the
use of guided meditation as a coping strategy to use in moments of
self care, stress relief, or to help them to fall asleep.
■ By the end of this group session the group members will continue
to build relationships with other members to build their support
network.
● Ask the group if there are any clarifications that need to be made before
continuing on.
● Warm up activity:
○ At this time ask group members to arrange their chairs in a circle so that
everyone can see each other.
○ Ask members to re-state their names or introduce themselves if there are
new members.
○ Each member will go through and name something positive and something
negative that happened within the past month in addition to something that
they are grateful for.
○ Allow time for discussion.
○ After everyone has contributed and it has been approximately 10 minutes,
wrap up the conversation and ask members to move their chairs back to
their tables to begin the activity.
2. Activity
● Ask if any group members already use deep breathing as a coping strategy.
● If yes, ask that person if it is useful to them?
● Explain that deep breathing can help to calm your body when you are stressed out
through calming a fast heart beat or simply taking a moment to gather your
thoughts.
● Instruct group members to take three deep breaths with you at that moment.
● At this time inform members that you will be moving to the guided meditation
portion of the activity.
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● Sometimes meditations may trigger episodes of past trauma so be sure if you use
this at home to do it in a safe environment. If you experience stress during
meditation, use a coping strategy that we have discussed such as deep breathing,
grounding, your inspirational word/ quotation or others.
● Invite group members to pick a spot in the room that they can be comfortable and
relaxed. Members may be in a seated or lying down position within hearing
distance of you.
● Read the guided meditation prepared from Appendix L.
○ Read the meditation in a soothing voice at a slow pace to encourage
members to fully participate in the activity.
● After the meditation, if there’s time, in a calm, quiet voice, invite group members
to bring their attention to their journals and to write about their experience during
the meditation.
● After their journal entries, invite members to bring their attention back to the
group.
○ Remain calm and quiet to continue the somber environment from the
meditation.
3. Sharing
● Use prompting questions to assist with cuing the group members to share.
(continue to keep a calm composure)
○ How did you feel during the meditation activity?
○ If it was stressful, did you use another coping strategy during the activity?
○ Was deep breathing an effective strategy for you?
4. Processing
● Prompting questions include:
○ What were some of the images you visualized during the activity?
○ Can you see yourself practicing this activity in the future?
5. Generalizing
● Paraphrase and summarize what group members have shared in the
sharing and processing sections.
6. Application
● Ask group members how they could incorporate this activity in their
everyday lives.
○ If you enjoyed the guided meditation, you may be able to find
scripts online or play youtube videos in your free time.
○ Can you see yourself using deep breathing more in your life?
○ If you experience difficulties with anxiety or falling asleep,
encourage the use of these two strategies.
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7. Summary
● To conclude the group session, re-state the objectives.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will learn how to utilize
the coping strategy of deep breathing in multiple aspects of their lives.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will practice the use of
guided meditation as a coping strategy to use in moments of self care,
stress relief, or to help them to fall asleep.
○ By the end of this group session the group members will continue to build
relationships with other members to build their support network.
○ Do you all feel like these were accurately addressed today?
■ If not, further ask them to discuss why and address as needed.
● Hand out another piece of the flame cut-outs and have them color and draw on it
to make it uniquely theirs and glue it to their folder.
● IMPORTANT: Inform group members that the next session’s activity will be an
opportunity for group members to share their stories of their growth in their
experiences in therapy or in their life overall.
○ Inform that if they share their story, to keep it under five minutes to allow
for all individuals who want to share will have the time to do so.
○ If group members do not want to share their personal stories, invite them
to still attend to support their peers.
● Thank the members for participating in the group before dismissing and then blow
out the candle if you chose to light one.
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Session 11: Open Mic Night
Brief layout: Like the previous sessions, this session will include the individual’s
folders and their paper pieces of their fire that they created from the previous session. In
this session, group members explore the coping strategies of deep breathing and using
guided meditations. Deep breathing can easily be done in any situation including during
meditations.
Group Composition
● Same as previous session:
○ Depending on the group size of the members that attend, all
members will participate in the activity and will form a discussion
group of 10 females, above the age of 18, suffering from PTSD
due to a form of sexual violence. The sexual violence may include,
but is not limited to, sexual violence from rape, childhood abuse,
and abusive relationships. If there are more than 10 members, split
up the group as needed to encourage more discussion opportunities
for group members. With multiple discussion groups the
occupational therapist may wander from each group to facilitate
discussion.
1. Introduction
● Set up
○ (optional) Food and beverages
○ (optional) a microphone with a speaker to amplify the speaker’s voice
(dependent on facility)
○ Occupational therapist should or may ask group members to cut out one
piece of the copies of Appendix F for every individual (price is dependent
on access to printing)
○ Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
○ Extra materials of handouts and folders may be helpful to have on hand
for the OT to refer to the materials or to have on hand if something gets
misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
○ Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first
session)
○ Tables and chairs will also be helpful for individuals to complete the
activity (re-used from first session)
○ Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
○ (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from
first session)
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○ (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
● Member Introduction:
○ (optional) Bring an unscented candle to every session and light it at this
time. This will also be done to begin every session in the future.
■ You may invite a different group member every session to light the
candle.
■ Please read this as the candle is being lit:
“At the beginning of every session we will be lighting a candle to
represent strength, resilience, and growth from our past
experiences that have burnt us out. Every session, we burn brighter
as we are stronger than we were yesterday.
○ Introduce self and the title of the group. (Maintain a calm and positive
presence and be prepared to be empathetic to invite group members to
participate and engage in the session).
■ Example: Hello and welcome to today’s Finding Your Fire session,
my name is ______________ and I am an occupational therapist
who will be leading this session.
● Thank members for returning to the group and recognize
any new members that have joined this new session.
● As a reminder from what was mentioned last session, it is
expected that each group member treats everyone with
respect and if members fail to do so they may be asked to
leave.
● This is a safe area, meaning what is discussed in therapy
sessions, stays in the sessions. However, because I am a
mandatory reporter, if I personally feel that you are unsafe,
I will need to report that to the appropriate authorities for
your own safety.
● Share a brief outline of the session
○ The session will take approximately 60-90 minutes in its entirety
(depending on how many group members choose to share their stories
○ Participate in a check-in welcoming activity (10 minutes)
○ Open Mic time for members to share their stories (about 30 minutes)
○ Sharing and discussion (5-10 minutes)
○ Draw/color flame and wrap up group session with group member thoughts
(5- 10 minutes)
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● Explain the purpose for today’s group session by sharing the objectives with the
members.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will share their
growth stories with other group members to encourage the feelings
of empowerment.
■ By the end of this group session the group members will continue
to build relationships with other members to build their support
network.
● Ask the group if there are any clarifications that need to be made before
continuing on.
● Warm up activity:
○ At this time ask group members to arrange their chairs in a circle so that
everyone can see each other.
○ Ask members to re-state their names or introduce themselves if there are
new members.
○ Each member will go through and name something positive and something
negative that happened within the past month in addition to something that
they are grateful for.
○ Allow time for discussion.
○ After everyone has contributed and it has been approximately 10 minutes,
wrap up the conversation and ask members to move their chairs back to
their tables to begin the activity.
2. Activity
● Share with group members that this is an opportunity for group members to come
up individually and share their story of their experiences in therapy or their
overall lives.
● To start off, you may share your own story and how great it has been to see
everyones growth.
● At this time, invite group members to share their stories.
● If it is difficult for them to share, you may make the environment more casual and
encourage group members to tell stories about their favorite parts of therapy.
3. Sharing
● Use prompting questions to assist with cuing the group members to share.
○ How did it feel sharing your experience with your fellow group members?
○ How did it feel to hear other group member’s stories?
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4. Processing
● Prompting questions include:
○ How do you see your growth from the first day of therapy to now?
○ Have you made any new meaningful relationships since then?
5. Generalizing
● Paraphrase and summarize what group members have shared in the
sharing and processing sections.
6. Application
● Thank you for sharing your stories today, I hope that your story and stories
from others will help continue to encourage you in your healing journey.
● Remind members that there is only one more session and that is the
graduation session.
● Ask members how they will continue to think of their stories in their daily
lives.
7. Summary
● To conclude the group session, re-state the objectives.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will share their growth
stories with other group members to encourage the feelings of
empowerment.
○ By the end of this group session the group members will continue to build
relationships with other members to build their support network.
○ Do you all feel like these were accurately addressed today?
■ If not, further ask them to discuss why and address as needed.
● Hand out another piece of the flame cut-outs and have them color and draw on it
to make it uniquely theirs and glue it to their folder.
● IMPORTANT: Remind group members that the next session is the last session
and that they may invite one or two guests if they would like them to come.
● Thank the members for participating in the group before dismissing and then blow
out the candle if you chose to light one.
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Session 12: Graduation Candle Lighting Ceremony
Brief layout: Like the previous sessions, this session will include the individual’s
folders and their paper pieces of their fire that they created from the previous session.
This session involves the celebration of group member’s growth and progress they have
made with their healing progress throughout the past year.
Group Composition
● Same as previous session:
○ Depending on the group size of the members that attend, all
members will participate in the activity and will form a discussion
group of 10 females, above the age of 18, suffering from PTSD
due to a form of sexual violence. The sexual violence may include,
but is not limited to, sexual violence from rape, childhood abuse,
and abusive relationships. If there are more than 10 members, split
up the group as needed to encourage more discussion opportunities
for group members. With multiple discussion groups the
occupational therapist may wander from each group to facilitate
discussion.
1. Introduction
● Set up
○ (optional) Food and beverages
○ Self Esteem Check-In sheet from Appendix C (price is dependent on
access to printing)
○ Have past Self Esteem Check-In sheets from Sessions 1 and 7 for each
group member (re-used from previous sessions)
○ Create and sign Certificates found in Appendix M for each member (price
is dependent on access to printing)
○ A white unscented pillar candle for every member ($3.00 each)
○ Occupational therapist should or may ask group members to cut out one
piece of the copies of Appendix F for every individual (price is dependent
on access to printing)
○ Notebooks and pencils for personal journaling (re-used from first session)
○ Extra materials of handouts and folders may be helpful to have on hand
for the OT to refer to the materials or to have on hand if something gets
misplaced by group members (re-used from first session)
○ Markers, colored pencils, or crayons to color the fire (re-used from first
session)
○ Tables and chairs will also be helpful for individuals to complete the
activity (re-used from first session)
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○ Glue sticks to glue flame to folder (re-used from first session)
○ (optional) Unscented candle to light before every session (re-used from
first session)
○ (optional) Lighter or matches to light unscented candle (re-used from first
session)
● Member Introduction:
○ (optional) Bring an unscented candle to every session and light it at this
time. This will also be done to begin every session in the future.
■ You may invite a different group member every session to light the
candle.
■ Please read this as the candle is being lit:
“At the beginning of every session we will be lighting a candle to
represent strength, resilience, and growth from our past
experiences that have burnt us out. Every session, we burn brighter
as we are stronger than we were yesterday.
○ Introduce self and the title of the group. (Maintain a calm and positive
presence and be prepared to be empathetic to invite group members to
participate and engage in the session).
■ Example: Hello and welcome to today’s Finding Your Fire session,
my name is ______________ and I am an occupational therapist
who will be leading these sessions for the next year.
● Thank members for returning to the group and recognize
any new members that have joined this new session.
● As a reminder from what was mentioned last session, it is
expected that each group member treats everyone with
respect and if members fail to do so they may be asked to
leave.
● This is a safe area, meaning what is discussed in therapy
sessions, stays in the sessions. However, because I am a
mandatory reporter, if I personally feel that you are unsafe,
I will need to report that to the appropriate authorities for
your own safety.
● Share a brief outline of the session
○ The session will take approximately 60 minutes in its entirety
○ Participate in our last check-in welcoming activity (10 minutes)
○ Self esteem check in sheet and compare past check in sheets (10 minutes)
○ Certificate and candle lighting ceremony (10 minutes)
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○ Journal about their action plan to continue progress in healing (10
minutes)
○ Sharing and discussion (5-10 minutes)
○ Draw/color flame and wrap up group session with group member thoughts
(5- 10 minutes)
● Explain the purpose for today’s group session by sharing the objectives with the
members.
■ By the end of this group session, group members will celebrate
their growth through therapy and their lives.
■ By the end of the group session, group members will identify
action plans to continue progress in their healing process.
■ By the end of this group session the group members will continue
to build relationships with other members to build their support
network.
● Ask the group if there are any clarifications that need to be made before
continuing on.
● Warm up activity:
○ At this time ask group members to arrange their chairs in a circle so that
everyone can see each other.
○ Ask members to re-state their names or introduce themselves if there are
new members.
○ Each member will go through and name something positive and something
negative that happened within the past month in addition to something that
they are grateful for.
○ Allow time for discussion.
○ After everyone has contributed and it has been approximately 10 minutes,
wrap up the conversation and ask members to move their chairs back to
their tables to begin the activity.
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2. Activity
● At this time provide one last Self Esteem Check-In sheet to group members
● After each group member has finished their sheets, hand them their old Self
Esteem Check-In sheets that you have kept from sessions 1 and 7. And emphasize
how much they have grown from that very first day.
● If members continue to demonstrate low scores, encourage them to seek
additional resources such as counseling.
● Next, gather the certificates that you have created for each member and the
candles.
● Take a moment to thank each member for their participation and their hard work
in therapy. Highlight how much they have grown throughout this process and how
beautiful it is to see that.
● At this time invite each member up individually, shake their hand (or hug them if
they initiate it), and hand them their certificate and a candle.
● After everyone has their certificate, invite members to join in and give everyone a
round of applause.
● At this time direct group members to their journals to think of how they will
continue to use the strategies and resources that they received from therapy in
their lives.
● After journaling, encourage members to direct their attention back to the group.
3. Sharing
● Use prompting questions to assist with cuing the group members to share.
○ Ask each group member to share what they will do to continue their
growth?
■ At this time, encourage group members to look at older materials
from past group sessions or to consider the resources that were
provided at the first session.
4. Processing
● Prompting questions include:
○ Is there any closing thoughts that you have about this experience within
the last year?
5. Generalizing
● Paraphrase and summarize what group members have shared in the
sharing and processing sections.
6. Application
● Thank you for participating throughout this past year. If you ever need
anything, please contact me or refer to the resources that I provided for
you at the first session.
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● (optional if there will be more sessions in the future):
These sessions may be repeated and if the members feel that they would
like to continue to come to future sessions please encourage them to do so.
7. Summary
● To conclude the group session, re-state the objectives.
○ By the end of this group session, group members will celebrate their
growth through therapy and their lives.
○ By the end of the group session, group members will identify action plans
to continue progress in their healing process.
○ By the end of this group session the group members will continue to build
relationships with other members to build their support network.
■ If no, further ask them to discuss why and address as needed.
● Hand out another piece of the flame cut-outs and have them color and draw on it
to make it uniquely theirs and glue it to their folder.
● After everyone finishes their last flame, ask them to take a moment to look at how
much their fire has grown and how it visually represents their own growth
throughout therapy.
● At this time instruct each member to light their candles. If ever they are feeling
low, they may light their candles to help them to remember their healing journey
and how far they have grown like their fire.
● Ask a member to read:
This candle represents our growth from our past experiences that have
burnt us out. Today, we burn bright as we are stronger than we were
yesterday.
● Thank the members for participating in the group before dismissing and then ask
members to blow out their candles.
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Appendix A
Letter to the Fire Holder
Dear Group Member,
Welcome to the Finding Your Fire Program. Thank you for taking the time to love
yourself and to further begin your healing process. You have been through so much and I
understand that it has not been an easy road. Nobody has the right to hurt you or make
you do anything you do not want to do, ever. This place is a safe space and from now on,
your past experience can not hurt you. We can not erase the past experience of your
trauma, but we can provide strategies you can use to help give you back the control of
your life and to grow stronger everyday. We think about our life and our strength as a
fire. Right now, your fire may be burning dim because of the burden you have carried
with you for so long. In therapy, you will meet others who have similar experiences,
explore various coping strategies, participate in meaningful activities, and watch your fire
burn bigger and brighter than ever before. I hope this program gives you all that you need
to heal and grow stronger than you were yesterday.
Best Wishes,
Brittanie Schafer
Masters of Occupational Therapy Student
Creator of Finding Your Fire Program
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Appendix B
My Goal Sheet
Please take this time to write yourself a few goals of where you would like to see yourself
within the year.
Example goal: In one year, I would like to take a half hour everyday for myself .
1. __________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

3. __________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Appendix C
Self Esteem Check-In Sheet
Please circle the number you relate to for each question.
1. I love myself and would not want to be anyone else.
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
1
2
3
4

Strongly Agree
5

2. I am confident when I walk into a room.
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
1
2
3
4

Strongly Agree
5

3. I am a strong independent woman.
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neutral
1
2
3

Agree
4

Strongly Agree
5

4. I am calm and at peace.
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
1
2

Neutral
3

Agree
4

Strongly Agree
5

5. I believe in myself.
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
1
2

Neutral
3

Agree
4

Strongly Agree
5

6. I have forgiven those who have wronged me.
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
1
2
3
4

Strongly Agree
5

7. I know that I can achieve anything I put my mind to.
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
1
2
3
4

Strongly Agree
5

Total Score: _______
Scores below 21 indicate low self esteem.
Scores above 21 indicate high self esteem
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Appendix D
What am I going through?
Sexual Violence:
● An all-encompassing, non-legal term that refers to crimes like sexual assault,
rape, and sexual abuse (RAINN, 2019).
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD):
● PTSD is an anxiety disorder that happens after a stressful, dangerous, and/or
sudden event or events (Schiraldi, 2009).
● PTSD involves recalling or re-experiencing memories (or episodes) from the
traumatic event (Schiraldi, 2009).
● These episodes are often really intense and can feel like you are in that moment
again (Schiraldi, 2009).
What causes me to re-experience these memories?
● Triggers cause individuals to experience episodes of their past trauma
● Triggers of PTSD are unwelcome, uninvited and can occur in the form of
thoughts, images, or perception.
● Triggers may include anything that was familiar to the event involving the five
senses, being that of taste, sound, smell, sight and touch.
Does everyone react to PTSD the same?
● No, every individual who experiences trauma will react differently. For example,
some individuals may cry, have outbursts of anger, etc, whereas others may hold
in their emotions (Chivers & Wilson, 2006).
● PTSD can make the affected individual emotionally, physically, spiritually, and
mentally drained and may increase feelings of fear, vulnerability, rage, sadness,
disgust, or guilt (Schiraldi, 2009).
Hope:
● We can not erase what has happened to you, but we can help to decrease the
negative affects your traumatic event has caused you. We can provide you with
the tools to help you to be in control of your life.
● The Finding Your Fire Program will help you to understand what you are going
through and help you to grow stronger from your experiences.
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Appendix E
Resources to Help
Specific to Fargo, ND:
The Rape and Abuse Crisis Center of Fargo-Moorhead
● Provides crisis intervention, counseling, advocacy, and education to male and
female, child, adolescent, adult and elder victims of domestic/dating violence,
sexual assault, child sexual abuse and human trafficking/sexual exploitation. All
victim services are free and confidential and distributed on a nondiscriminatory
basis.
● 24-Hour Crisis Phone: (701)293-7273
● Location: 317 8th Street North, Fargo, ND
The YWCA of Cass Clay
●

An emergency shelter for women and children escaping domestic violence,
homelessness, and other crisis situations. They also offer a comprehensive
education and employment program to help women effectively break the cycle of
poverty and homelessness, and their shelter children's services offer clothing,
school supplies, on-site childcare, and counseling referrals.

● 24-Hour Line: (701)232-3449.
Nation Wide:
National Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Hotline
● 24-Hour Line: 1-800-656-4673
RAINN (Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network)
● 24-Hour Line: 1-800-656-4673
For more information, please visit:
http://fargond.gov/city-government/departments/police/safety-prevention/victim-supportservices/domestic-violence
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Appendix F
Building your Fire Template
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Appendix G
Schedule
Remember to bring your journals and folders to every session!
Session 1: Date: __________ Time:_________
Session 2: Date: __________ Time:_________
Session 3: Date: __________ Time:_________
Session 4: Date: __________ Time:_________
Session 5: Date: __________ Time:_________
Session 6: Date: __________ Time:_________
Session 7: Date: __________ Time:_________
Session 8: Date: __________ Time:_________
Session 9: Date: __________ Time:_________
Session 10: Date: __________ Time:_________
Session 11: Date: __________ Time:_________
Session 12: Date: __________ Time:_________
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Appendix H
When I feel _____ I can ______ Worksheet
1. When I am feeling ____________________________________________
I can ___________________________________________to feel better.

2. When I am feeling ____________________________________________
I can ___________________________________________to feel better.

3. When I am feeling ____________________________________________
I can ___________________________________________to feel better.

4. When I am feeling ____________________________________________
I can ___________________________________________to feel better.

5. When I am feeling ____________________________________________
I can ___________________________________________to feel better.
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Appendix I
Parts of our heart
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Appendix J
Mirror Mirror
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Appendix K
Grounding
5 Things I See
● ________________________
● ________________________
● ________________________
● ________________________
● ________________________
4 Things I Feel/Touch
● ________________________
● ________________________
● ________________________
● ________________________
3 Things I Hear
● ________________________
● ________________________
● ________________________
2 Things I Smell
● ________________________
● ________________________
1 Thing I Taste
● ________________________
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Appendix L
Guided Meditation Script
“Allow yourself to become calm. Focus on your breathing and where you are
currently in the room. Notice that you are in a safe space. If you begin to feel panicked at
all, note that you have the freedom to step out of the room if you need to. Take a deep
breath in (count to five) and let that breath out. Take another deep breath in (count to
five) and let that breath out. Take one last deep breath in (count to five) and let that
breath out.
Recognize how relaxed you feel right now. If you feel your heart rate increase at all, take
the time to take more deep breaths.
At this time, imagine that you are traveling somewhere important. Where is this place? Is
it a loved one’s home? Is it somewhere in nature? Imagine this place and recognize that
you still have to travel a while longer to get there.
You are feeling tired from your journey. You feel so exhausted that you could easily fall
asleep on the side of the path that you are on. However, your destination is so important
to you, you know that you cannot give up now. You have already come so far and you are
already closer to it then what you were before.
You start to remember that inside you, there is a fire in your heart that is motivating you
to get to your destination. You notice that it is dimly lit right now and it used to burn
much brighter.
You see a woman walking closer to you in the distance. As she gets closer to you, you
notice she is happy and energetic. Then you remember how tired you are. She stops and
greets you and you introduce yourself and explain to her that you are on an important trip
but are starting to grow more tired.
The woman is astonished by how far you have traveled. She reminds you how close you
are to your destination, for she has traveled to that area before. She asks you if she can
hold your hand for a moment. You feel comfortable and agree to let her hold your hand.
She looks you in the eyes and says, I believe in you and I know that you will make it to
your trip really soon. You are tired, but you have the strength to get there.
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At that moment, you feel that fire in your heart, it starts to grow bigger and brighter and
suddenly, you don’t feel so tired anymore. You thank the woman and you both part ways
to continue on your journey.
You feel the earth under your shoes. Every step you take, you are closer and closer to
your destination. The closer you get, you feel your fire in your heart burn brighter
because you have come so far.
You approach a hill. You hear a tiny voice in the back of your head say that you can’t do
it. But then, you remember the woman you spoke with, you remember how far you have
already traveled, you remember how bright that fire is inside of you.
You take the first step on that hill. It’s difficult to climb, but you keep going. You start to
tell yourself that you can do this. You will get through this. And that you are enough.
Your journey is worth this.
At last, you take one final step and you arrive at the top of the hill and you see your
destination that you have traveled so far to be.
The fire in your heart is burning the brightest and biggest it has ever been. What does this
feel like? Are you happy? Are you excited? Are you at peace?
Relate this journey to your life. You have come so far from the trauma you have
experienced. You have grown stronger everyday and have met so many new people who
have encouraged you.
(pause for a minute)
Please take the next few minutes to collect your thoughts. When you are ready, slowly
open your eyes. Take a few deep breaths and go to your journals to write about your
experience. Please remain quiet while you do this as others will be coming out of the
meditation at their own pace.”
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Appendix M
Certificate
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Chapter V: Summary
The Finding Your Fire phrase is a metaphorical concept that is in place to
encourage and empower women with PTSD from sexual violence throughout their
journey in group therapy. After experiencing trauma, an individual's self-esteem and
confidence, or in this instance their fire, might be low. This could be because the
individuals have not yet found healthy strategies and other methods to help them cope
with their traumatic experience. Therapy serves as a place where individuals can regain
confidence and take control of their PTSD symptoms. After every session, group
members will be given a paper piece of fire that they can decorate however they want to
and add to their fire from previous sessions. After every session, their paper fire is a
visual representation of how they are growing and healing throughout their therapy
process from their past traumatic experiences.
The purpose of the Finding Your Fire Program is to help women with PTSD from
sexual violence cope with their symptoms, form support networks, and grow from their
traumatic experiences. This program was developed for an occupational therapist to carry
out to encourage group member’s participation in important daily occupations that their
PTSD is currently interfering with. The Cognitive Behavioral frame of reference (Cole &
Tufano, 2008) and the Model of Human Occupation (MOHO) (Bowyer, Kramer,
Kielhofner, Maziero-Barbosa, & Girolami, 2007) are utilized in the creation of the group
therapy sessions to encourage positive thoughts that focus on group member’s individual
and unique needs and motivations.
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The limitations of this program include that it is specifically designed for women
over the age of 18. With that in mind, anyone can experience sexual violence. Those that
are men, are LGBTQ, or individuals under the age of 18 were left out of this program.
Additional programs in the future to build off of this design for those populations would
be ideal. The time could also be a limitation. Having meetings once a month may not be
ideal for everyone, which is why additional resources for counseling are given as a hand
out. Reimbursement was also not closely looked at when designing this program.
Partnerships with other programs could help to increase the likelihood for reimbursement.
This program would be ideally implemented through partnership with the Crisis
Center, the community center, or through a mental health hospital in Fargo, North
Dakota. Health professionals could send patient referrals to and use this program as
another resource for their clientele who are experiencing difficulties coping with sexual
violence. The program could benefit those individuals suffering for PTSD from sexual
violence in the community of Fargo, ND and the surrounding cities around it.
This program is designed specifically for women with PTSD from sexual
violence. Future considerations of the Finding Your Fire program include evaluation and
research corresponding with program implementation. For example, evaluation of the
program success for this population and location would be important for considering its
efficacy and sustainability. Additionally, the program could expand to include other
genders and experiences of trauma or mental health concerns.
To conclude, occupational therapists using the Finding Your Fire Program will
help women who are suffering from PTSD from sexual violence grow and encourage one
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another in a safe environment. By learning new coping strategies and exploring new
leisure activities, group members will learn how to love themselves and take control of
managing their PTSD. Additionally, group members will form supportive connections
with others in their group therapy experience to help them work through growing from
their experiences. Occupational therapists can encourage group members to participate in
their meaningful occupations that their PTSD symptoms were interfering with.
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